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· CHAPTER 7 

Physical Components 
of the Network 

Now that you have an understanding of the basic concepts involved in computer 
networking. we turn our attention to something more concrete: the physical components 
used to link PCs so that they can share resources. 

The components required to link the computers jn a network can be as simple and 
inexpensive as a few low-cost network interface cards (NICs) and a length of Ethernet 
cable. On the other hand, your network design can be complex enough to require the 
services of a nenvork architect to designate the necessary devices, with a budget running to 
six figures or beyond. 

In this chapter, we discuss some of the most common network hardware devices and 
networking media, including NICs, cable and wireless media, and connectivity devices. 

The most basic piece of hardware required to network computers is the NIC, also called a 
network adapter or network card. NICs come in several varieties, which wiii be discussed 
in the section "Selecting a NIC,'' 

The NIC is generally referred to as a physical layer device, and the NIC drivers (the 
software that interfaces between the NIC and the computer operating system) work at the 
data link layer of the OSI model. 

In the following sections, we examine the role of the NIC in network communications, and 
you will learn how to select the appropriate network adapter and how NICs are configured 
and used to send and receive data on the network. 

ole of the NIC in Network Communications 
Some sort of network interface is always requi.red to communicate over a network. When 
you connect to a network remotely over analog phone lines, the modem is your network 
interface and serves the function thut n NIC serves on a local network. 

The NIC is the basic hardware component of network communications. It translates the 
parallel signal produced by the computer into the serial format that is sent over the network 
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196 Chapter 7: Physical Components of the Network 

cable. The ls and Os of binary communication are turned into electrical impulses, pulses of 
light, radio waves, or whatever signaling scheme is used by the network media. 

An important part of the network interface is the transceiver. Some NICs, such as those 
made for 1 0Base2 and I OBaseT networks, have the transceiver built onto the card itself. 
Others, such as those made for 1 0Base5 networks, have an attachment unit interface (AUI) 
connector by which a cable is attached to an external transceiver. The transceiver, as its 
name indicates, sends and receives signals. 

Along with preparing the data to go onto the network media, the NIC is responsible for 
controlling the How of data between computers and media and for receiving incoming datu. 

Selecting a NIC 
When selecting a NIC for a computer, you should consider the following: 

• Network architecture- The NIC should be made to work with the existing 
transmission technology. However, it is possible to use a media filter that enables you, 
for example, to use a Token Ring card on an Ethernet network. Refer to Chnpter 6, 
"WAN Links,'' for more information on the popular LAN architectures. 

• Media typc-Ethernet can be run over thick coax ( 1 0Base5), thin coax ( 1 0Base2), or 
twisted-pair cable ( 1 OBaseT). The connector on the card must match the connector on 
the cable. Fiber-optic and wireless NICs are also available. We cover cable and 
wireless media later in this chapter, in the section "Network Media." 

• Data transfer speed- If you have 1 00-Mbps hubs, a l O-M bps network card does 'not 
work. However, you can get dual-speed components (that is, hubs or NICs) that work 
at either tO Mbps or 100 Mbps. Likewise, a 4~Mbps Token Ring card does not work 
on a 16-Mbps network. However, a 16-Mbps card does work on the slower network, 
but its speed drops to 4-Mbps. 

• Available bus type- Do you have a free ISA or .PCI slot? Is the computer a laptop 
thtit must use a PCMCIA (that is, a PC card) interface? Do you need a special card 
that can connect through a serial or SCSI port? Note that if you have both ISA and 
.PCI slots free, the PCI bus is faster. 

PC Bus Types 

The data bus is a transmission path on the computer's motherboard. Signals are picked up 
or delivered at each device that is attached to this path or line. There are several different 
bus architectures for which NICs are made: 

• ISA (Industry Standard Architecture)- A l6~bit expansion slot on the mother
board. The plastic surrounding the slot .is usually black, and the slot (actually two 
slots, one behind the other) is longer than the PCI slot. 
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NICs 197 

• EISA (Extended ISA)-A 32~bit architecwre compatible with ISA. Most mod
ern "ISA'' slots are uctually EISA. 

• PCI (Peripheral Component Jnterconncct)- A 32-bit bus used in modern com
puters (that is, Pentium·class PCs and above and the Macintosh). PCI architecture 
supports Plug and Play (PnP) devices. The slots on the motherboard are usually 
surrounded by beige or lighHolored plastic and are shorter than ISA!EISA slots. 

• MCA (Micro Channel Architecture)-A proprietary bus used on IBM comput
ers, which can function as 16- or 32-bit. It is rarely seen today. 

• PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International Association; also 
called the PC card)- A n input/output (l/0) bus that uses devices the size and 
shape of credit c::irds. Usually used in laptop or notebook computers, PC card 
adapters for desktop computers are also av<\ilable. 

There are also NICs that connect through the SCSI bus. A few USB (universal serial bus) 
network cards are available, but these are not common. Also note that some computer 
motherboards come with nn onboard NIC, that is, the network interface card is integrated 
into the motherboard. 

• Operating system- You must ensure that the manufacturer of the NIC makes drivers 
for the operating system you are usjng. If you are using one of the Windows operating 
systems, check the Microsoft .Hardware Compatibility List (HCL) at 
www.microsoft.com fix n list of NICs that have been tested and found to work with 
the operating system. We discuss the popular desktop operating systems in Chapter 
12, "Desktop Operating Systems." 

Configuring and Using a NIC 
Configuring a NIC is similar to the process of configuring a modem, as discussed in Chapter 
6. Remember that the NIC and modem perform essentially the same basic function. 

As wi th the modem, you might need to set the following: 

• IRQ 

• I/0 address 

• Memory address 

You can set these through dip switches, jumpers, or software configuration programs that 
come with the card. PnP NICs can be detected and automatically configured by a PnP 
operating system, as long as the computer 's BIOS also supports PnP. 
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198 Chapter 7: Physical Components of the Network 

Additional configuration parameters may be required if the NIC is a combo card, which can 
be used with different media types. A combo card typically has a BNC connector for thin 
coax cable, an RJ-45 connector ("RJ" stands for registered jack) for twisted-pair cable, and 
sometimes, an AUI connector for thick coax cable as well. This means that the same card 
works on 1 0Base2, 1 0Base5, and 1 OBaseT networks. However, only one media type can be 
used at a time. You might have to manually select the media type, or the card might 
autodetect the type of media that is attached. 

Figure 7-1 shows a three-way combo card. 

Figure 7-1 A combo NIC can be used with 10Base2, 10Base5, and JOBaseT networks. 

BNC connector 
for thin coax cable 

(10Base2) 

Configuring the IRQ 

Modular RJ-45 
jack for twisted 
pair (1 OBaseT) 

AUI connector for 
cable to external 
transceiver, used 
with thick coax 

(10Base5) 

Network combo card 

Typically, a NIC uses IRQ 3 or IRQ 5. Many cards are set to use one of these by default. If 
you have another device using the predefined IRQ, you need to change the settings for one 
of the devices so that they do not conflict. 

It is a good idea to memorize the following table, which shows the standard default IRQ 
settings for a typical PC. Note that in early PCs, only the first eight IRQs were available. 
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IRQ 2 is used as an IRQ controller, to "redirect" an interrupt request to IRQ 9, through 
which the high-numbered IRQs can be accessed. 

Standard Default IRQ Settings for PCs 

Device Default IRQ Used 

VGA graphics adapter 2 (9) 

COM 2 and COM 4 (secondary serial port) 3* 

COM 1 and COM 3 (primary serial port) 4 

Secondary parallel port (LPT2) or sound card 5* 

Floppy disk controller 6 

Primary parallel port (LPT1) 7 

Real-time clock 8 

Primary SCSI controller 10* 

Secondary SCSI controller 11* 

PS/2 mouse 12 

Math coprocessor 13 

Primary IDE controller 14 

Secondary IDE controller 

* These devices are optional and might not be present on many computers. If these devices are not present, the 
corresponding IRQs are free. For example, if the computer has no SCSI controllers, IRQs 10 and 11 are 
probably free and can be assigned to the NIC. 

Configuring the 1/0 Port and Memory Address 
In addition to a unique IRQ, each device must have a different I/0 port setting. The 110 port 
is a channel through which data is transferred between the hardware device and the 
processor. Port numbers are designated by hexadecimal numbers. The following ports are 
usually available for use by the NIC: 

• 300 to 30F 

• 310to31F 

Others may also be available. Generally, the default I/0 port settings (to which the NIC was 
set at the factory) work. 

A memory address is a location in RAM that is used for storage of incoming and outgoing 
data. Some NICs do not use the computer's memory for this purpose and thus do not have 
a memory address setting. Otherwise, the default factory settings generally work. 
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200 Chapter 7: Physical Components of the Network 

Network Media 
The network media is the means by which the signals travel from one networked device to 
another. The most common media type is cable, but newer wireless media are now available 
as well (for example, radio waves, laser and infrared beams, satellite, and microwaves). 

In this section, we first discuss different cable types commonly used to join networked 
computers, and then we look at wireless options. 

Cable Types 
Most networks today are cabled, and the most common types of cable in use are coaxial, 
twisted-pair, and fiber-optic. 

Coaxial Cable 

NOTE 

Coaxial cable is familiar to most persons who have cable TV. It has a copper core (which 
can be either stranded wire or solid copper). The signal travels on the copper, which is 
wrapped in insulation. Surrounding the insulation is another conductor of metal foil or 
braid. This outer conductor runs the length of the cable, hence the name coaxial, because 
two physical channels, one carrying the signal and the other serving as a ground, run 
together ("co") along the same axis ("axial"). The outer conductor acts as a shield against 
outside electromagnetic interference (EM!). These components are then wrapped in an 
outer shielding of plastic, rubber, or-in the case of plenum grade cable-Teflon or other 
fire-resistant material. 

Plenum-grade cable is required by most local building and fire codes when cable is installed 
in the plenum, the space between a false ceiling and the floor above it, because standard 
grade coaxial cable is covered with poly-vinyl chloride (PVC), which emits toxic gases 
when burned. 

Because of its thick insulation and shielding, coax is less vulnerable to outside EMI than is 
twisted pair. 

There are thousands of different types and grades of coax cable, as a glance at any cable 
manufacturer's catalog shows. Many are used for special-purpose networks, such as 
connecting scientific instruments or other dedicated devices. The types discussed in the 
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following sections and summarized in Table 7-2 are the only ones with which you must be 
familiar for most PC LAN networking tasks. 

Coax Cable Types and Characteristics 

Designation Common Name Description Network Use 

RG-8, RG-11 Thicknet One-half inch diameter thick 10Base5 
·' coaxial cable 

RG-58NU Thinnet One-quarter inch diameter 10Base2 
thin coaxial cable 

RG-58 C/U Thinnet(military One-quarter inch diameter 10Base2 
spec) thin coaxial cable (military use) 

RG-62 ARCnet Thin 'coaxial cable ARCnet 
networks 

In early implementations of Ethernet, coaxial cable was the most popular type. However, 
twisted-pair coaxial cable has surpassed it in popularity. Coaxial cable for Ethernet 
networking comes in two basic types: thin coax and thick coax, also called thinnet and 
thicknet. 

Cable TV (CATV) coax looks very much like thinnet, but they are not interchangeable. 
CATV cable is RG-59, 75-ohm cable. 

Thin Coax 
Thin coax cable is approximately one-quarter inch in diameter and more flexible than 
thicknet. It is used in Ethernet 10Base2 networks, and it can transmit signals for 
approximately 185 meters without suffering from attenuation (that is, signal weakening). 

Thin coax cable is sometimes called RG-58 cabling. Its impedance (that is, its resistance to 
current flowing through the wire) is 50 ohms. 

Basic Electronics Terminology 

Electrical current is a flow of electrons, or electron-deficient atoms, that carry an electrical 
charge. An ampere (amp) is the basic unit used in the measurement of electrical current. 

Resistance (also called impedance) is a way of measuring the amount of opposition to the 
flow of electrical current. Different substances offer different levels of resistance. 
Resistance is measured in ohms, named after German scientist Georg Simon Ohm, who 

continues 
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postulated the mathematical relationship among electrical current, resistance, and voltage 
(Ohm's Law). The symbol for ohm is the Greek letter omega (Q). 

Voltage or electromotive force (EMF) is also called the electric potential. It is a 
measurement of the force that causes movement of electrons in a conductor (a medium that 
conducts, or transmits, an electric charge). 

Frequency is the measure of how often a periodic event takes place (for example, a signal 
completing a cycle). Hertz is a unit used to measure frequency. 

Coax cable is standardized throughout the industry according to RG (Registered Grade) 
specifications. Only a few of the hundreds of coax grades are used in PC networking. 

10Base2 networks use type RG-58 NU thin coax. This type has a stranded wire core. The 
military specification for the same cable type is RG-58 C/U. The military grade cable has 
a slightly thicker outer covering, making it more resistant to heat, cold, liquid, and other 
elements. 

RG-58 /U is similar in appearance to RG-58 A/U, but the copper core is solid. It does not 
meet 10Base2 specifications, and you should not use RG-58 /U on a computer network. It 
is used only for antenna wiring and other purposes. See Figure 7-2 for an illustration of the 
difference between the two. 

Figure 7-2 The difference between stranded and solid core copper cable. 

RG-58 A/U 
(Stranded core) 

RG-58/U 
(Solid core) 

Thinnet cable connects to the network card through a BNC T-connector that attaches to the 
NIC's BNC connector, as shown in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3 Thin coax connects to the NIC with a BNC T-connector. 

.... --
Terminator goes here if 
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A terminator is required at each end of a thinnet network. The terminator connects to the 
unused side of the T-connector. 

Thick Coax 
Thick coaxial cable, also called thicknet, is approximately twice the diameter of thinnet
about one-half inch. Thicknet was the original cable typed used in early Ethernet networks, 
and thus is referred to as standard Ethernet. 

Thick coax is type RG-8 or RG-11 cable. Because of the thicker core, it can transmit signals 
for a longer distance-500 meters- without attenuation. It is, however, more expensive 
and more difficult to work with than thin coax because it is less flexible and i t uses an 
external transceiver that must be connected to the cable with a device called a vampire tap. 
The tap drills into the core of the cable. Making the connection is more complex than using 
twist-on BNC connectors on thinnet, as shown in Figure 7-4. 
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204 Chapter 7: Physical Components of the Network 

Figure 7-4 A 10Base5 network uses an external transceive1; connected to thick coax by vampire taps. 

NOTE 

Vampire taps inside 
penetrate cable 

~ -~--~~~ 

~~ -:::: .. :::::=:::::::::::~=======~ 

AUI 
connector Transceiver 

Another type of coax cable, commonly used in the past in ARCnet networks, is RG-62 90-
ohm cabling. The ARCnet architecture has become less popular in recent years, as 
discussed in Chapter 5, "LAN Links." 

Twisted-Pair Cable 
Many people today, when they use the term Ethernet cable, are referring to the twisted-pair 
cabling used in a huge number of Ethernet networks. It is called twisted pair because, inside 
the cable's outer sheath, pairs of insulated copper wires are twisted around one another to 
prevent crosstalk (that is, the "leaking" of signal from one wire to another). As the number 
of twists per foot increases, so does the degree of protection against crosstalk. 

Telephone companies use twisted-pair cable for internal wiring; this contributes to its 
popularity because most buildings are already wired with twisted-pair cable for telephone 
systems. 

Twisted-pair cable comes in two basic types: unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) cable and 
shielded twisted-pair (STP) cable, as shown in Figure 7-5. Telephone communications and 
most Ethernet networks use UTP. STP is used in Token Ring and AppleTalk networks. 
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Figure 7-5 The difference between STP and UTP. 

NOTE 

UTP (unshielded) 

STP (shielded) 

When shielding is added to twisted-pair cable, it reduces the effect of outside 
electromagnetic interference. However, it increases attenuation and can affect the resistance 
of the wire and cause loss of data. 

UTP Cable 
UTP is a very popular cable type for LANs, for several reasons: 

• It is relatively inexpensive. 

• It is flexible and easy to work with. 

• It uses familiar RJ-45 connectors that look and work like the smaller RJ-11 modular 
telephone connectors. 

• It is used in a star topology, which offers advantages that are discussed in Chapter 2, 
"Categorizing Networks." 

UTP cabling is rated by category, according to its use and data transmission speed. Refer 
to Table 2-3 in Chapter 2 for a listing of UTP categories and the uses and transmission 
speeds of each. 

UTP is the telephone wiring that is inside walls and that connects to an outlet called an RJ-
11 receptacle Uack). The common telephone wire that runs from the wall to the phone is 
untwisted flat copper pair, often called "silver satin" because of its shiny gray color. 

Like coax, UTP comes in both standard and plenum-grade versions. 
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STP Cable 
Shielding is made of woven copper or foil, and it wraps the insulated copper pairs inside 
the outer covering. This reduces the effect of EMI, but causes STP to be more expensive 
than UTP and introduces other problems, as discussed in previous sections of this chapter. 

STP is often used for AppleTalk and IBM Token Ring networks. 

Fiber-Optic Cable 

NOTE 

Fiber-optic cable (also called optical fiber, optical cable, or fiber) is a newer, faster, but 
relatively expensive transmission medium that is growing in popularity as high-bandwidth 
applications become more common. Although often implemented at 100 Mbps, optical 
fiber is capable of speeds of 1 Gbps or more. 

Lucent Technologies has documented data transmission speeds of over 3 terabits per 
second in the laboratory, using multiple lasers with fiber-optic cable. A terabit is one trillion 
bits. 

In lieu of copper, fiber-optic cable uses tiny strands of glass or plastic through which the 
signal is transmitted in the form of light pulses. 

Fiber-optic cable has several advantages, in addition to speed: 

• It is more secure than coax and twisted-pair cable because there is no electrical signal 
that can be tapped. 

• It is less susceptible than other cable types to attenuation and thus can span long 
distances-2000 meters or more. 

• It is not vulnerable to outside electrical interference such as EMI and radio frequency 
interference (RFI). 

Fiber-optic cable is costly compared to more traditional cable types. Although the cable 
itself is somewhat more expensive, the largest expense is labor; fiber-optic cable is much 
more difficult to work with and requires specially trained technicians to splice the tiny 
strands of glass or plastic. 

Fiber-Optic Mode Types 
Fiber-optic cable operates in one of two modes: 

• Single mode-Single mode is also called axial because the light travels down the axis 
of the cable. 
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• Multimode-In multimode fiber, light waves enter the glass pipe at different angles 
and travel nonaxially, which means that they bounce back and forth off the walls of 
the glass tube. 

Single-mode fiber is faster than multimode (up to 10 Gbps) because of the dispersion 
(scattering or separation of light waves) in multimode caused by the light pulses arriving at 
the end of the cable at different times. Single mode is typically used for WANs (for 
example, telephone company switch-to-switch connections). Multimode is often used in 
LANs. 

Fiber-Optic Cable Light Sources 
Fiber-optic cable can be categorized by the type of light source used: 

• LED (light emitting diode)- LED is commonly used with single-mode fiber. It is 
relatively weak. 

• ILD (injection laser diode)- ILD emits a strong, intense, narrowly focused light 
beam. It is commonly used with multimode fiber, which helps counteract multimode's 
lower performance. 

LEDs are widely used in displays for digital clocks, remote controls, and electronic 
instruments. The LED is a semiconductor device. When a current of electricity passes 
through it, the LED gives off light. This light is typically red but can range through the 
spectrum to a blue-violet color depending on the wavelength. LEDs that emjt infrared 
energy are called infrared emitting diodes (!REDs). 

ILDs are sometimes used in hand-held laser scanners. 

Wireless Media 
Wireless technologies are becoming a popular networking alternative. Although wireless 
u·ansmission methods are often much slower than cabled connections, there are significant 
advantages to wireless networking under certain circumstances, as discussed in Chapter 6. 
The same basic concepts that affect wireless WANs also affect wireless LANs. 

Typically, a "wireless" network is not completely without cables, but incorporates wireless 
devices that communicate with a traditional cabled network. Transceivers, which are called 
access points, are used to transmit and receive data between the wireless device or devices 
and the wired network, as shown in Figure 7-6. 
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Figure 7-6 Wireless networking uses transceivers to transmit and receive data without cables. 

NOTE 

Laser 

Access points 
(transceivers) 

b/~ 
__ ,_,. 6 ~ ;. / Server 

Workstation ~~· r /VI' 

' -;"::. 

Radio tower 
Laptop 

Cisco Systems, in partnership with other companies such as Motorola, EDS, Samsung, and 
Texas Instruments, is leading the way in developing high-speed, reliable, and widely 
available wireless technologies. 

Wireless LAN communication is a category that includes a variety of transmission 
methods, including the following: ... 

• Laser 

• Infrared 

• Radio 

We look at some of the characteristics of each in the following sections. 

Laser is an acronym for "light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation." A laser 
outputs a coherent electromagnetic energy field, in which all waves are at the same 
frequency and are aligned in phase. A phase is a fraction of a complete cycle that has 
elapsed and that is measured from a specific point of reference. Different types of lasers 
produce beams of different wavelengths. 
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Most people think of laser light as a "red dot," but argon lasers (so called because they use 
argon gas as the laser medium) produce a blue or green light. Krypton lasers (using gas by 
the same name) produce red light, and "mixed gas" lasers combine the two gases, which 
produces red, green, and blue output simultaneously. This simultaneous output results in a 
white beam. 

Lasers are used for many purposes, ranging from cheap pointing devices to highly accurate 
pistol sights, printers, electronic games, remote control devices, surgical procedures, and 
network communications. 

Laser networking works by using pulses of laser light to represent the data signals. Laser is 
a line-of-sight technology, which means that there must be an unobstructed pathway 
between the transmitting and receiving devices. The need for this unobstructed pathway is 
a drawback of laser-based wireless communications. 

Infrared (IR) technology is familiar to many people because of its use in TV remote control 
units. It can also be used to network wireless LANs by using cones or beams of light in the 
IR frequency spectrum to carry the data signal. IR uses very high frequencies that are just 
below the visible light spectrum. 

The Infrared Data Association (IrDA) is an organization that sets standards for IR hardware 
and software. IrDA-compliant devices are designed so that when a user breaks the infrared 
connection, the connection is reinstated when the devices move back into IR range. 

IR networking requires a transceiver in both communicating devices and might require 
synchronization software as well. Some operating systems, such as Windows 98 and 2000, 
have built-in IR support. Transfer speeds range from 4 Mbps to 16 Mbps. 

IR, like laser, is normally a line-of-sight technology. However, in some implementations of 
IR, such as scatter and reflective, the signal can be bounced or redirected. Even in these 
implementations, however, IR cannot go through opaque objects such as walls. 

Disadvantages of IR for networking include the following: 

• Distance limitations- Although it is possible to implement IR at distances greater 
than one mile, the more common distance is less than 100 feet. 

• Vulnerability-Ambient light can cause interference. 

Broadband optical telepoint is an IR technology designed to support high-bandwidth 
multimedia applications. 
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Radio 
We know that telephone lines, originally used to transmit voice, can transmit data as well. 
Likewise, radio waves-a medium we associate with audio transmission-can be used to 
carry data signals. 

Data transmission over radio can be implemented with a range of technologies. We look at 
two broad categories in the following sections: 

• Narrowband radio 

• Spread spectrum radio 

Narrowband Radio 
NatTowband radio is familiar to most of us. A transmitter sends a signal on a specified 
frequency, and a receiver tuned to that frequency picks up the signal. This is how broadcast 
radios, two-way radios, and traditional emergency channel communications work. 

When data is transferred over natTowband radio, it is easy for an unauthorized listener to 
intercept the signals. A more secure and more reliable radio technology, originally 
developed by the military, is called spread spectrum. 

Spread-Spectrum Radio 
Spread-spectrum radio is a wide band technology. Although it is less efficient than 
narrowband (that is, it uses more bandwidth), it is more secure because it uses multiple 
frequencies. Narrowband receivers are not able to pick up spread-spectrum transmissions. 
There are two main types of spread spectrum radio: 

• Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)-With FHSS, the transmitter hops 
from one frequency to another. The receiver must know the frequencies, the pattern, 
and the timing of the hops. This makes it difficult for an unauthorized person to 
intercept the signal. 

• Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)- This technique uses special encoding 
(calling chipping) that creates a redundant bit pattern for each bit of transmitted data. 
This provides fault tolerance because if some bits are damaged during transmission, 
the original data can still be recovered without retransmission. 

Network Connectivity Devices 
Connectivity device is a general term that includes the simple and complex devices used to 
connect one part of a network to another. In most cases, this means two or more lengths of 
cable are connected to a device. 
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In the next sections of this chapter, we examine three types of connectivity devices: 

• Simple connectors 

• Complex connectors 

• Segmenting and subnetting devices 

Simple Connectors 
Simple connectivity devices are those that provide only a connection point and that do not 
amplify or otherwise modify the signal. These include the following: 

• BNC connectors 

• RJ connectors 

• Fiber-optic connectors 

• Patch panels 

• Passive hubs 

The following sections describe these connectors in more detail. 

BNC Connectors 
10Base2 (that is, thin coax) networks use BNC connectors to connect the NIC to the cable. 
A BNC connector is a small cylindrical device with a pin that connects to the conduction 
wire in the cable. The connector locks into place by the twisting of an outer ring. 

BNC devices include the following: 

• BNC T-connector-With this connector, the stem of the T attaches to the NIC, and a 
piece of cable attaches to each side of the top bar. If only one cable is to be connected, 
a terminator must be connected to the other side of the T-connector. 

• BNC barrel connector-This connector is a straight cylindrical unit to which a cable 
attaches at each end, thus enabling you to join two pieces of cable to increase the total 
cable length. 

WARNING The use of barrel connectors should be kept to a minimum because of signal loss that can 
occur at each connection point. 

The BNC terminator is a 50-ohm termination device, which is installed at each end of a 
coax bus. The terminator prevents a signal from bouncing back when it reaches the end of 
the cable, which causes interference. Both ends of the cable should be terminated, and one 
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end should be grounded by attaching a conductor such as a wire to a position of zero 
electrical potential. The term "ground" is used because, in many cases, the conductor is 
physically connected to the actual ground (the earth). 

RJ Connectors 
RJ (registered jack) connectors are so called because they are registered with the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC). RJ connectors consist of a plug and a receptacle. The 
receptacle is sometimes refen·ed to as the jack. 

Ordinary analog telephone wires in the United States generally use RJ-11 connectors. 
These are modular plugs connected to "silver satin," the familiar flat gray phone cord that 
runs from the wall outlet to the telephone. Inside the wall, the jack connects to UTP (usually 
Cat 3 or 5 in modem buildings). Modems have RJ-11 jacks. 

RJ-45 connectors are used on UTP cable designed for Ethernet networks. The RJ-45 plug 
and receptacle look like the RJ-11, but are slightly larger. A special crimping tool is used to 
attach the wire pairs to the RJ plug. 

There are numerous RJ designations, but RJ-11 and RJ-45 are the ones commonly 
encountered in computer networking. 

Fiber-Optic Connectors 
Connectors for optical cable are the most difficult to install because each individual strand 
of glass or plastic must be precisely aligned. Once they are aligned, the cable is attached to 
the connector with hot melt glue, epoxy, or anaerobic adhesive. 

Common fiber-optic connectors include the following: 

• SC-A push-pull type 

• ST -A keyed, bayonet type 

• FC-A keyed, threaded-lock type 

• SMA-A threaded type 

• FSD-A fixed shroud device, used with FDDI 

Patch Panels and Passive Hubs 
A patch panel is a connection and distribution point used to organize cables that come 
together at a central location. This works somewhat like early telephone switchboards, in 
which a connection was completed by plugging a wire into a specific jack. 

For a star topology network, cables from computers at various locations in the building 
come into a wiring closet, which is where the patch panel is located. The cables are 
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connected to a punch down block on the back.of the panel. On the front are RJ-45 jacks, 
from which patch cables run from the panel to the hub. 

A patch panel serves the same function as a passive hub. A passive hub is a central 
connection device where the cables from computers and other network devices meet. It 
contains no electronic parts and does not require electrical power. It does not regenerate the 
signal, but merely sends it out through all ports of the hub. ·' 

Complex Connectors 
Simple connectivity devices merely connect cables; complex devices do more. For 
example, they might strengthen the signal before passing it on and even convert the signal 
from one media type to another. 

In the following sections, we discuss the following types of complex connectors: 

• Media converters 

• Repeaters 

• Active/intelligent hubs 

Media Converters 

Repeaters 

NOTE 

Media converters ar~ also called media adapters or media translators. They are used to 
convert one segment type to another; for example, they can convert 1QBase2 to lOBaseT, 
lOOBaseT Ethernet to fiber optics, or Token Ring to fiber optics. 

A repeater connects two network segments or lengths of cable. Unlike a barrel connector, 
however, it doesn't just pass the signal on from one cable to the next-it regenerates the 
signal. Thus a signal that has weakened because of attenuation is strengthened, and the 
effective distance of the cable is increased. 

Repeaters can be used to connect different media types, such as a 10Base2 segment to a 
1 0Base5 segment. Both architectures are Ethernet and use the same media access method. 
Repeaters cannot be used to connect segments using different architectures or access 
methods. For instance, you cannot connect an Ethernet segment (which uses CSMA/CD) 
and a Token Ring segment (which uses token passing). 
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Repeaters do not filter the data that passes through them. They regenerate all signals, 
including broadcast messages, noise, and intetference, and pass them on. Repeaters operate 
at the physical layer of the OSI reference model. 

Active and Intelligent Hubs 
Active hubs are also called multiport repeaters because they have multiple ports (like a 
passive hub), and they regenerate the signal coming into one port before sending it back out 
the other port (like a repeater). Active hubs require electrical power. 

The intelligent hub is a special type of active hub. It not only regenerates the signal but also 
has an on board processor that enables you to perform diagnostics and detect if there is a 
problem with a particular port. Hubs operate at the physical layer of the OSI reference 
model. 

Segmenting and Subnetting Devices 

Bridges 

Segmenting and subnetting devices are the most complex of the network connectivity 
devices. Although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, segmenting the network 
refers to dividing it into segments that are still part of the same network. Subnetting goes a 
step further and divides the network into separate networks called subnetworks (based on 
network address information). We discuss subnetting in more detail in Chapter 8, 
"Networking Protocols and Services," and Chapter 9, "The Widest Area Network: The 
Global Internet." 

A traditional bridge (also called a simple transparent bridge) joins two network segments 
and performsfiltering of traffic, based on the media access control (MAC) address on the 
packet. When used properly, this enables you to reduce congestion. The network is divided 
into two segments, with the bridge in between, as shown in Figure 7-7. MAC addresses are 
indicated as hexadecimal numbers. 
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Computer A 
00-50-0A-00-FS-20 

Computer 0 
00-50-C2-43-0F-1 B 

Segment 1 

Computer B 
00-50-04-7C-2B-01 

Bridge 

Computer E 
00-50-B5·00·92·8B 

Segment2 
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ComputerC 
00-50-F1-12-8A-OO 

To Segment 2 ~ 

Computer F 
00·50·BA·41-44·3C 

The bridge builds an address table by executing the following steps: 

1 When a packet is sent on the network, the bridge checks the source and destination 
address (that is, the MAC address). The table tells the bridge on which segment (that 
is, which side of the bridge) each address is located. 

2 If the destination address of a packet is not in the bridge's table, the bridge forwards 
it to both segments. If the source address is not in the table, the bridge adds it to the 
table. 

3 If the destination address is in the table, the bridge forwards the packet to the 
appropriate segment unless the source and destination computer are on the same 
segment. 

4 If the table shows that the source and destination are on the same segment, the bridge 
does not forward the packet. · 
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NOTE The address table built by the bridge is called a routing table because it is used to determine 
to which side the packets should be routed. Don't confuse this with the routing table used 
by a router. The bridge's routing table uses hardware addresses, but the router's table is 
based on higher-level IP addresses. 

In the example shown in Figure 7-7, if Computer B sends a message to Computer F, the 
bridge forwards the packet to Segment 2. It does this regardless of whether Computer F's 
address is in the table because the packet is forwarded to all segments if there is no address 
entry. 

However, if Computer B sends a message to Computer A, the bridge checks its table. If 
Computer A's address is not there, the packet goes across the bridge to the other segment. 
If Computer A's address has been entered (because Computer A previously sent a message), 
the message does not go across the bridge. You can see how this reduces unnecessary traffic 
on Segment 2. 

The bridge is called transparent because the computers on an Ethernet network are not 
aware of its presence. 

Bridges forward broadcast messages, which are those that are addressed to the hardware 
broadcast address (FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF). 

Translation and Encapsulation Bridges 

Unlike repeaters, some bridges can connect network segments using different media access 
methods (for example, Ethernet and FDDI), as long as they use the same network protocol 
(for example, TCPIIP). These are called translation bridges or encapsulation bridges. 

The translation bridge translates the Ethernet addresses into FDDI addresses. You can also 
bridge unlike networks by using encapsulation bridging, in which the Ethernet frame is 
encapsulated, or wrapped, inside a FDDI frame. 

A source IVUting bridge is a special type of bridge used on Token Ring networks. It is unlike 
standard transparent bridges because it depends on the host computer to make the routing 
decision. 
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Bridges operate at the data link layer of the OSI reference model. Thus, nonroutable 
protocols, such as NetBEUI, can cross bridges. (You learn more about routable and 
nonroutable protocols in Chapter 8.) Like repeaters, bridges regenerate data, but they do so 
at the packet level. 

A network can have more than one bridge. This provides fault tolerance, but can lead to a 
bridging loop problem, which occurs when there are multiple paths between two points, and 
packets end up going around in circles. This creates unnecessary traffic (see Figure 7-8). 

The Spanning-Tree Algorithm (STA) was developed to solve the bridging loop problem. 
STA creates a subset of bridged links that eliminates looping. The technical details of 
bridge looping and STA are beyond the scope of this book, but excellent resources are listed 
at the end of this chapter. 

As we work our way up the OSI reference model, we encounter the connectivity device that 
works at the network layer: the route1: Routers connect separate networks to one another. 
This can occur within a LAN (in which case the individual networks are called subnets) or 
between unrelated networks in a WAN such as the global Internet. 

Like a bridge, a router filters traffic. Unlike a bridge, it does so using the logical network 
address (IP or IPX address) instead of the physical hardware address. Routers are more 
intelligent than bridges; they make complex decisions by selecting the best route to a given 
destination from among multiple paths. 

Dedicated routing devices are actually special-purpose computers; they contain 
microprocessors and run their own operating system. PCs can also be configured to act as 
routers if the operating system supports IP or IPX forwarding. 
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Figure 7-8 Multiple paths between bridges can result in a bridging loop. 

Bridge 1 

E 

Routers maintain routing tables that contain the network addresses of other routers. A router 
must have at least two network inte1faces because it serves as a gateway from one network 
to another. The address of the router's interface that serves a particular subnet is called that 
subnet's default gateway. (Note that the term "gateway" is also used to describe software 
and devices that function at the higher OSI layers to translate between protocols.) 

Router Functionality 
Routers can be used to join multiple networks into one larger one or to separate a large 
network into several smaller ones. In Chap-ter 9, we discuss why networks should be 
subnetted. 

When a data packet travels from one router to another, the data link layer headers (that is, 
the pieces of addressing information) are stripped off and recreated. This enables routers to 
exchange packets between unlike networks, such as Ethernet and Token Ring. This process 
does require overhead, however, which makes the network performance slower than it 
would be with lower-level devices. 
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When multiple paths exist on a network, a bridge chooses one and always uses that path to 
reach a specific destination. Routers consider all available paths for each packet sent and 
make the decision on a packet-by-packet basis. Thus, if one route is very busy at that time, 
the router chooses another, more efficient one. 

Another advantage of the router is its capability to filter both Layer 2 and Layer 3 broadcast 
packets. By default, routers do not forward messages that were sent to the broadcast IP 
address (255.255.255.255) across the router. This reduces network traffic significantly and 
prevents the propagation of broadcast storms. A broadcast storm occurs when there are so 
many broadcasts that the network cannot function properly. 

Routable Protocols Versus Routing Protocols 
Routers work only with routable protocols, including IP, IPX, OSI, XNS, DECnet, and 
DDP. A nonroutable protocol, such as NetBEUI, does not use an addressing scheme that 
enables the router to identify the network; thus, the protocol cannot be routed. 

It is important to distinguish between routable protocols (discussed previously) and routing 
protocols. The latter are used by the router and are required for dynamic routing. 

In the following sections of this chapter, we compare routing types and routing protocols, 
including the following pairings: 

• Static versus dynamic routing 

• Interior versus exterior routing protocols 

Static and Dynamic Routing There are two basic ways of routing: 

• Sta tic routing-This requires that an administrator manually enter addresses into the 
routing table and keep that table updated. 

• Dynamic routing- This uses protocols such as Routing Information Protocol (RIP), 
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), or Net Ware Link Services Protocol (NLSP) to 
enable routers to automatically and dynamically exchange routing table information 
with one another. 

You will learn more about dynamic routing, and these protocols, in Chapter 9. 

Interior and Exterior Routing Protocols Routing protocols are classified as either 
interior gateway protocols ( IGP) or exterior gateway protocols (EGP ). These are discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 9. 

Routing protocols that operate within an autonomous system-that is, a network under the 
control of a particular company or organization-are IGPs. 
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Brouters 

Switches 

A brouter can function as either a bridge or a router, depending on the network transport 
protocol in use. A brouter acts like a bridge for messages sent with NetBEUI or other 
nonroutable protocols, but it provides the functionality of a router for routable protocols 
such as TCPIIP. Modern routers are capable of bridging and routing. 

The basic functionality of a switch is deceptively simple: choosing a path across which to 
send data to its destination. 

Ethernet switches are becoming a popular connectivity solution, and for good reason. They 
increase performance (speed) and are relatively inexpensive. 

Switches use one of two switching schemes: 

• Cut-through switching- The switch starts forwarding the packet to its destination 
before it has received the entire packet. This method is faster, but it can result in bad 
packets getting through. 

• Store-and-forward switching-The switch does not send the packet until it has been 
completely received and its integrity has been checked. This is slower, but more 
reliable. 

There are different types of switches. Switches are sometimes categorized based on the 
layer of the OSI reference model at which they function. In the next sections, we discuss 
the differences between Layer 2, Layer 3, and Layer 4 switching. 

Layer 2 Switching 
Standard Layer 2 switches act like hubs-with an important difference. Where a hub sends 
messages out all its ports, a switch (referred to as a switching hub) is "smart" enough to 
determine which port is connected to the computer to which the message is addressed and 
to send it only to that port. This has several positive effects: 

• The overall amount of unnecessary network traffic is reduced, which decreases 
congestion. 

• Separate collision domains are created, which prevents data collisions that slow 
perfo1mance and that require resending of messages. 

• Security is increased because messages are not going out all ports. Messages that are 
going out on all ports are easier to intercept. 

These switching hubs are also called port switches because a computer or network device 
connects to each po11. Each device has its own dedicated pathway to the switch. 
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Another type of switch is the segment switch, which enables you to connect an entire 
network segment to each port. 

Switches can be used to create virtual LA.Ns (VLA.Ns), which divide the physical network 
connected to a switch into multiple logical networks. This can increase both perfo1mance 
and security. 

Layer 3 Switching 
Layer 3 switches, as the name implies, operate at the network layer of the OSI reference 
model. This device was first developed by 3Com in 1992, when it started to integrate its 
switching and routing devices to reduce the number of devices that needed to be managed. 

The most important thing to understand about Layer 3 switches is that they are routers, but 
of a special type. A Layer 3 switch (or switched router. as it is sometimes called) performs 
the same functions as a dedicated router and uses routing protocols, such as RIP and OSPF. 

The difference is that Layer 3 switches perform tlie functions ~hat a Layer 2 switch 
performs. The switch uses a hardware-based architecture to apply policies based on 
network layer information in the packet header. 

Layer 3 switches are generally easier to set up and configure than are routers and can be 
used in most situations (within a local network) where a router can be used. Surprisingly, 
despite the added functionality and ease of use, Layer 3 switches are generally less 
expensive than comparable routers. 

Layer 4 Switching 
Recent enhancements to Layer 3 switches enable them to use information, such as port 
numbers, from the TCP and UDP headers. These enhancements are referred to by some as 
Layer 4 switching because TCP and UDP operate at the transport layer (Layer 4) of the OSI 
reference model. Despite the name, these switches are often capable of using information 
at higher layers as well. 

An important use of Layer 4 switching is providing access control list (ACL) filtering for 
security purposes. AltHough traditional routers can "see" Layer 4 information- and some 
routers (such as the Cisco 7500) can perform Layer 4 functions- enablingACLs results in 
a significant performance hit. Because the packet processing is done in the hardware with 
Layer 4 switches, there is not a colTesponding reduction in pe1formance. 

Layer 4 switches have the capability to manage allocation of bandwidth for quality of 
service (QoS) implementations and to perform load balancing. 

Layer 4 switching functions are available on many modern routers. 
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Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed a broad range of network hardware devices. You learned how 
to select, install, configure, and troubleshoot various types of NICs. 

We also discussed the many choices available in selecting networking media, both cabled 
and wireless. Specifically, we addressed the characteristics of the three common cable 
types: coax cable (thin and thick), twisted-pair cable (shielded and unshielded), and fiber
optic cable. You learned about some of the advantages and disadvantages of each, and how 
they can be used in different LAN configurations. 

Then we examined the popular devices that can be used to connect segments or 
subnetworks. We first looked at simple, nonelectronic devices, such as cable connectors, 
patch panels, and passive hubs. Then we took a closer look at more complex devices such 
as repeaters, active hubs, and intelligent hubs. Finally, we learned about segmenting and 
subnetting solutions such as bridges, routers, aQd switches. 

. ' 

Now that you have a good understanding of the hardware components that can be involved 
in the typical networking scenario, in the next chapter we take an in-depth look at 
networking protocols and· services on which the network runs. 

Further Reading 
An excellent tutorial on wireless networking is available on the Web at www.proxim.com/ 
wireless/whiteppr/whatw lan.shtml. 

For more detailed information on bridges, bridge loops, and the Spanning-Tree Algorithm, 
see www.officewizard.com/books/network/ch07 .htm. 

An excellent explanation of Layer 3 switching can be found at www.3com.com/ 
technology/tech_net/white_papers/500660.html. 

Review Questions 
The followin-g questions test your knowledge of the material covered in this chapter. Be 
sure to read each question carefully and select the best correct answer or answers. 

1 What is the most basic piece of hardware required to network computers? 

a Router 

b Cable 

c NIC 

d Hub 
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2 Which type of network uses an external transceiver? 

a 10Base2 

b 10Base5 

c lOBaseT 

d All of the above 
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3 If you want to install a NIC in a computer that has a PS/2 mouse, keyboard, a printer, 
and two IDE controllers, all using default IRQs, and a sound card set to IRQ 10, which 
of the following IRQs should be available for the NIC? 

a 5 

b 7 

c 12 

d 14 

4 What type of cable is required by most fire codes when you install cable in the space 
between the false ceiling and the floor above? 

a Cat 5 

b Thick coax 

c Military grade 

d Plenum grade 

5 Which cable type is specified for use on the typical 1 0Base2 network? 

a RG-58/U 

b RG-58A/U 

c RG-58 C/U 

d RG-59 

6 What cable type is associated with the use of a vampire tap? 

a UTP 

b STP 

c Thick coax 

d Thin coax 
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7 What is the leaking of signal from one wire to another, which can be diminished by 
twisting wires around one another? 

a RFI 

b Attenuation 

c Distortion 

d Crosstalk 

8 What connector type is generally used with UTP Cat 5 cabling on Ethernet networks? 

a RJ-45 

b RJ-11 

c BNC connector 

d F connector 

9 Which of the following is true of fiber-optic cable? (Select all that apply.) 

a Fiber-optic cable is the easiest of all cable types to work with and to install. 

b Fiber-optic cable provides better security than does copper cable. 

c Fiber-optic cable is more susceptible to attenuation than is copper cable. 

d Single-mode fiber-optic cable is faster than multimode fiber-optic cable. 

10 Which of the following is used to connect two segments of network cable and to 
regenerate the signal as it passes through, thus countering the effects of attenuation? 

a Barrel connector 

b Patch panel 

c Repeater 

d Passive hub 
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CHAPTER 8 

Networking Protocols 
and Services 

If the network's hardware is analogous to its bones and organs, and the signals that run 
through it can be compared to its lifeblood, we can think of the protocols and services on 
which the network runs as the mind of the network. The protocols tell the network how to 
perform its functions. They control it just as the mind controls the body. 

The network protocols are sets of rules- the logic by which the network operates. Network 
services, such as name resolution or address allocation services, perform specific functions 
and control particular tasks. This is somewhat similar to the way different areas of the brain 
govern hearing, seeing, breathing, speech, and so on. 

There are many different types of computer protocols. Each operates at a different layer of 
the OSI reference model. In the context of PC networking, the term "protocol" is often used 
to identify the network/transport protocols, which are those that work at Layers 3 and 4 of 
the OSI reference model. Networked computers must use a common protocol to 
communicate. 

We discuss three network/transport protocols in this chapter: 

• The NetBIOS Extended User Interface (NetBEUI) 

• The Internet Packet Exchange/Sequenced Packet Exchange (IPX/SPX) 

• The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) 

These are the three standard stacks supported by many popular PC operating systems. Each 
has advantages and disadvantages, depending on the LAN environment. 

In this chapter, we also examine networking services such as Domain Name System (DNS), 
Windows Internet Name Service (WINS), and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
(DHCP) that work with TCPIIP to enhance its functionality. 

¥ 

NetBIOS/NetBEUI 
You might hear references to NetBIOS and NetBEUI that imply they are the same thing. In 
fact, at one time this was true. NetBIOS (Network Basic Input/Output System) was 
developed by IBM and adopted by Microsoft for early LAN communications. At that time, 
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NOTE 

the term referred to both the application programming interface (API) and the network/ 
transport protocol stack. 

A protocol stack is a group of twp or more protocols that work together, with each operating 
at a different layer of the OSI reference model. 

Subsequently, these components were split into NetBIOS (referring to the API) and 
NetBEUI (which encompasses the network/transport layer protocols) . NetBIOS does not 
provide a frame or data format for network transmission; NetBEUI does. 

NetBIOS: The API 
NetBIOS can run over NetBEUI, IPX/SPX or TCP/IP. NetBIOS enables applications to 
deal with a common programming interface so that information can be shared over different 
lower-level protocols. 

Operating at the upper layers (that is, the application layer of the Department of Defense 
(DoD) model and the session layer of the OSI reference model), NetBIOS provides for two 
communication modes: session mode and datagram mode. 

When running in session mode, NetBIOS enables the communicating computers to 
establish a connection, or session, with error detection and recovery. When NetBIOS is 
used in datagram mode, the individual messages are sent separately in a connectionless 
manner, meaning that error detection and correction must be handled by the application 
itself. 

NetBIOS also provides a name service (that is, NetBIOS names) by which computers and 
applications, can be identified on the network. 

NetBEUI is the simplest of the three protocol stacks. Its simplicity makes it the highest 
performer in terms of sheer speed, but the simplicity also limits its functionality. Because 
NetBEUI does not include a means of logical addressing for addresses at the network layer, 
it cannot be routed from one network or subnet to another. It works well, however, for 
communication within a single LAN, and it is easy to set up. It can be used in conjunction 
with another routable protocol such as TCP/IP. This gives you the advantages ofNetBEUI's 
high performance within the local network and the capability to communicate beyond the 
LAN over TCP/IP . 

. • 
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IPX/SPX 

NOTE 

NOTE 

IPX works in conjunction with SPX to provide routable network communications. Novell 
developed IPX/SPX for its NetWare servers and clients, but it can also be used with other 
operating systems (such as Microsoft Windows LANs). Novell based IPX/SPX on the 
Xerox Network System (XNS) protocols. 

IPX/SPX or NWLink is required for connecting Microsoft clients to Net Ware 4.x and older 
servers. Some NetWare S.x servers can communicate through TCP/IP only. 

Performance is higher and configuration is easier for IPX/SPX than it is for TCPIIP. IPX/ 
SPX is sometimes used for internal LAN communications as part of a security plan. 
"Outside" computers accessing the LAN from the Internet, which are running only TCP/IP, 
are not able to access LAN systems that run only IPX/SPX. 

Microsoft provides an IPX/SPX-compatible protocol stack called NWLink, which is 
included with all modern Windows operating systems, although it is not installed by 
default. 

IPX works at the network layer of the OSI reference model and is connectionless. SPX 
operates at the transport layer of the OSI reference model and provides for 
acknowledgments, reassembly of packets, and other connection-oriented services. 

Connection-oriented communication is similar to a person-to-person telephone call. If you 
wish to speak to Mr. Jones, you dial his number and then ask for him by name. You do not 
begin to communicate your message until you know you have Mr. Jones on the line (in other 
words, not until you have established your session). 

Connectionless communication works more like using a public address system to 
communicate your message to a member of a large crowd. You speak into the microphone 
and your message is transmitted. You hope Mr. Jones was in the crowd and heard the 
message, but you have no way of knowing if the message did indeed reach its intended 
destination because no session was established. 

The Network Layer Protocol: IPX 
In Chapter 3, "Networking Concepts, Models, and Standards," you learned that the network 
layer of the OSI reference model is responsible for logical addressing and routing 
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functions, that is, for getting messages to the correct destinations. This is the primary 
function of IPX. 

For a protocol to be routable, there must be a means of identifying the network on which 
the computer resides. IPX uses hexadecimal network numbers to identify the network 
(subnet). A typical IPX network number would look like this: 805609a0. The administrator 
assigns the network number. 

An IPX address consists of two parts: the network number and the node number, as shown 
in Figure 8-1. The node number identifies the specific device, and it is based on the Media 
Access Control (MAC) address of the interface. 

Figure 8-1 An IPX address is made up of two parts: a network number and a node number. 

Network Node 
number number 

... __ _,....__""'\ .- ·---...._.J...._-..., 
00002345:005A8C22FB32 ..... _M_O·-.. ---·--.,.----·----·-·~-·--··---' 

IPX network address 

In networks running both TCP/IP and IPX/SPX, the network numbers are often derived 
from the IP addresses by simply converting the IP address from decimal to hexadecimal (for 
example; ,214.12.1.42 in hex is D6C12A). 

The Role of the Service Advertising Protocol 
IPX uses the Service Advertising Protocol (SAP) to advertise the addresses of network 
services such as file servers. A number called a SAPID or SAP identifier is assigned to each 
service, and SAP broadcasts are transmitted every 60 seconds. Routers and servers keep 
tables that match SAP IDs to the services and update the tables dynamically with each 
broadcast. This keeps the tables up to date, but it also uses a great deal of network 
bandwidth. SAP broadcasts are not forwarded across routers, although routers can forward 
their SAP tables to other routers. 

The Transport Layer Protocol: SPX 
SPX operates above IPX, at the transport layer. Where IPX is a connectionless protocol, 
SPX is a connection-oriented protocol. This makes SPX more reliable, which makes sense 
when you think about the fact that the transport layer is responsible for acknowledgments, 
error checking, and other reliability issues. 
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IPX gets the packet to its destination. SPX concerns itself with ensuring that the packet 
arrives complete and in good condition. SPX handles sequencing and keeps count of the 
packets transmitted. It guarantees delivery by verifying the receipt of the data. 

The TCP/IP stack is the foundation oflnternet communications. It is quickly becoming the 
most common network/transport solution for networks of all sizes and configurations. 
Thus, we focus on it in this discussion of network/transport protocols. 

The following sections of this chapter talk about the concepts and theory behind the various 
members of the TCPIIP suite, what each one does, and how each one works. In Chapter 12, 
"Desktop Operating Systems," you will learn how to configure TCP/IP for various desktop 
operating systems. 

The TCP/IP Suite 
TCPIIP is not only a protocol stack that consists of a network layer protocol and a transport 
layer protocol, but also a complete suite of protocols that operates at many layers of the 
networking model. A protocol suite, by definition, includes "extras" that are not required 
for network communication. These exu·as include, for example, the application layer 
utilities that are part of the TCP/IP suite. 

Many of the protocols included in the suite function as information-gathering or 
troubleshooting utilities. In the following sections of this chapter, we examine each in turn, 
beginning with the main players: the network layer and transport layer protocols. 

The Network Layer Protocol: IP 

NOTE 

You know that the network layer handles routing tasks. The TCPIIP protocols enable this 
routing by using IP addresses to identify network devices. Every computer, network
attached printer, router, and other network device has a unique IP address. 

One device can actually have multiple IP addresses, one for each of its network interfaces. 
Routers have a minimum of two interfaces, which are attached to different subnets. Each 
has a unique IP address. Multihomed computers have more than one network interface card 
(NIC), and each card is assigned an IP address. 
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Understanding IP Addressing 
Each IP address has two parts. Together, they identify the network on which the device 
resides and the particular device on that network. One section of the IP address represents 
the network and the second section represents the host (individual computer). This is much 
like the way in which a two-part postal address identifies a particular house to which mail 
is delivered: 

• The street name tells the post office the general area where the house is located. Many 
different houses share the street name "Elm" as part of their addresses. 

• The street number is unique for each individual house on that street. There can be 
many houses in a town with the street number "101," but only one house on Elm Street 
has that number. 

Similarly, many computers share the same network address, but the combined network and 
host address is unique to one computer (or more accurately, to one network interface). In 
the IP address 201.32.0.4, for example, the first three sections (called octets, which are 
discussed in the "rP Address Classes" section of this chapter) identify the network. The last 
section identifies the individual computer's network interface. All computers on the same 
subnet have the same network ID (201.32.0), but each has a different host ID (that is, there 
can be only one .4 on the·subnet). 

If you mail a letter from Dallas to San Francisco, the post offic.e in Dallas is not concerned 
with the street number in San Francisco. The fi1·st task is to get the letter to the correct city. 
Likewise, when you send a message across the Internet to a different LAN, the routers are 
not concerned with the host portion of the IP address; only the network portion is of 
interest. After the packet reaches the correct network (subnet), the host address is used to 
forward it to a specific computer-much as the local post office in San Francisco uses the 
street address to ensure that your letter reaches its destination. 

Likewise, if a computer sends a message to IP address 201.32.0.4, in which 204.32.0 
represents the network and 4 represents the host, the first step is to get the packet to the 
proper network. After it arrives there, it is routed internally within the network to the 
computer represented by the host ID (which is 4). 

In our example, the first three octets identify the network. This is not always the case. In the 
traditional IP addressing scheme, the portion of the address that represents the network and 
the portion that represents the host is determined by the address class, as discussed in the 
next section. 

JP Address Classes 
IP addresses, like other infonnation processed by computers, are made up of binary numbers, 
or bits. Because long strings of ones and zeros are difficult for most humans to work with, 
we usually denote IP addresses in dotted-decimal format. (See Chapter 3 if you need a 
review of numbering systems and how binary is converted to decimal.) The dotted-decimal 
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format is sometimes called dotted quad because there are four sets of numbers separated by 
dots, with each set representing an octet. 

An octet is eight bits long; there are eight digits, each of which is a one or a zero. The four 
octets are sometimes designated as w.x.y.z. With this designation, the far right octet is 
called the "z" octet, the next one is called the "y" octet, and so on. 

Because there are eight bits in each of the four octets, each IP address is a 32-bit number. 
This means that there are over four billion possible IP addresses ( 4,294,967 ,296, to be 
exact, or 232). An IP address usually looks something like this: 192.168.1.12. 

This discussion is based on version 4 of the Internet Protocol (1Pv4), which is in common 
use today. A new proposed standard, IPv6, or IPng (which stands for IP, Next Generation), 
would use a 128-bit address and provide 2 128 useable addresses. 

We know that part of the IP address identifies the network and part identifies the individual 
device (host), but which part represents which? Unfortunately, the answer is that it depends. 
Traditionally, it depended upon the class to which the network belonged (a newer method 
of addressing, called classless addressing, will be discussed in the section titled 
"Understanding Classless Addressing"). 

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA) hands out IP addresses. In the early days 
of Internet communications, it seemed logical to assign IP addresses to companies and 
organizations in blocks because each computer on the LAN needed a unique address with 
which to communicate on the Internet. 

With the advent of technologies such as Network Address Translation (NAT), which was 
discussed in Chapter 6, "WAN Links," it is no longer strictly true that every computer on 
the local network needs a public IP address. 

Blocks of addresses were assigned based on the size of the local network. Large enterprise
level networks needed larger blocks of addresses, and small networks with only a few 
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Table 8-1 

NOTE 

devices required smaller blocks. Address classes were designated based on network size 
(number of host addresses). Table 8-1 shows the traditional IP address classes. 

IP Address Classes 

Number of Hosts per 
Address Class Number of Networks Network 

A 126" 16,777,216 

B 16,384 65,535 

c 2,097,152 254 

D (Multicast) N/A N/A 

* The 127.x.x.x address range is reserved as a loopback address, used for testing and diagnostic purposes. 

By using the entire 127 .x.x.x network address for the loop back, over 24 million IP addresses 
were wasted. In the early days of the Internet, this was not a problem because there were 
far more available IP addresses than Internet computers, and the commercialization and 
enormous growth of the Internet was not anticipated. 

As you can see in Table 8-1, there are only 126 Class A addresses available. These addresses 
were used up some time ago; they were assigned to very large corporations and educational 
institutes, including IBM, Hewlett Packard, Xerox, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT), Columbia University, Digital Equipment Corporation, General Electric, and Apple. 
Each network has more than 16 million host addresses that can be assigned to computers 
within it. 

The IP address· class scheme creates more than 2 million Class C networks, but each of 
those networks can have no more than 254 host addresses. Class C network addresses are 
often assigned to Internet service providers, which subdivide their allocation into smaller 
blocks of addresses for companies that have only 10 to 20 host machines on their networks. 

Class B addresses fall between Class A and Class C addresses. They are assigned primarily 
to large companies that were too small (or nonexistent) to have received Class A addresses 
back in the early days of the Internet. Microsoft Corporation is an example of a company 
that has a Class B network. 

Class D addresses are not used for networks, but for multicast messaging, which is a means 
of sending a single message to multiple recipients simultaneously. A Class D address is 
assigned to a specified group of computers, and multicast protocols handle the distribution 
of the packets. 
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The method of dividing IP addresses into classes based on network size is called classful 
addressing. (The classless addressing method of addressing is discussed in the 
"Understanding Classless Addressing" section of this chapter.) 

Multicasting and the MBONE 

Multicast messages serve a function on the Internet that is similar to that of broadcast 
messages on a LAN. However, rather than being sent to all computers on the network, 
multicast messages are sent only to the computers that belong to predefined multicast 
groups. 

There are several advantages to multicast messaging: 

• It conserves bandwidth because you send the same packet to multiple addresses 
instead of sending the packet once for each address. 

• You don't have to know the address of every computer to which you send the packet; 
you only have to know the multicast address. 

Traditional, single-destination transmissions are called unicast messages. Traditional 
Internet routers are configured for unicast transmissions, and many cannot handle multicast 
packets. To solve this problem, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) developed a 
virtual network called the MBONE (multicast backbone) that runs on top of the Internet. 
Using the same hardware as the Internet, the MBONE software transmits multicast packets 
inside unicast packets. This encapsulation (also referred to as tunneling) hides the multicast 
packet from routers that cannot process it and enables it to travel through the traditional 
nonmulticast routers. 

Understanding Glassful Addressing 
Remember that although we commonly use decimal notation, IP addresses are actually 
made up of binary numbers. Table 8-2 shows how address classes can be identified based 
on the first octet address range. To understand Table 8-2, it is necessary to go back to the 
binary for a moment. 

Remember that the address class is identified by the high-order bits, or the first few bits in 
the leftmost octet (sometimes referred to as the "w" octet). 
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"fable 8-2 Identifying Address Classes 

Number of Bits in 
First Octet Address the Network 

IP Address Class High-Order Bits Range Address 

Class A 0 0-127* 7 

Class B 10 128- 191 14 

Class C 110 192-223 21 

·Class D . 1110 224-239 28 

• The 127.x.x.x address range is reserved as a loopback address, used for testing and diagnostic purposes. 

As you can see in Table 8-2, Class A addresses are identified by the first bit of 0, Class B 
addresses are designated by the first two bits of 10, Class C addresses have the first three 
bits of 110, and multicast (Class D) addresses use 1110 as the first four bits. 

Consider the following IP address: 11001111.00101100.01010001.11100111. Because the 
· first three far-left (high-order) bits are 110, we know that this is a Clas·s C address. If we 
convert the binary address to dotted-decimal notation (using a scientific calculator or the 
method described in Chapter 3), we get the following: 207.44.81.231. 

Notice that the first ~ctet, 207, falls into the 192- 223 range shown in Table 8-2. Because all 
Class C addresses have 110 as the fir~t three bits, they all have a "w" octet that falls into this 
range. This means that we can ide~tify which class an IP address belongs ~o merely by its 
first octet. 

In the previous example, 207.44.81 identifies the network (subnet) on which the computer 
resides. All computers on that subnet have these numbers as the first three octets of their IP 
addresses. The number 231 designates the specific host computer. No other device on that 
subnet can have this number as the far-right octet of its IP address. Figure 8-2 shows an 
example of how an IP address is divided into network and host IDs. 

Figure 8-2 In a Class C address, the first three octets represent the network ID. 

OctetY 
Octet W Octet X l Octet Z 
--~, ,---·~·_.1-~ r- ·-\ r--"'---\ 

192.168.1.14 
Network ID Host ID 
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Now, how do we determine the number of networks and hosts that are available for each 
class? Traditionally, a Class A address uses the first octet as the network address and the 
remaining three as the host address. Because the very first bit (the high-order bit) in a Class 
A address is used to identify the address class, that leaves seven bits in the first octet that 
can be used for the network identification. 

A Class B address uses the first two octets for the network and the last two for the host. 
There are 16 bits in the first two octets, but the first 2 bits are used to identify the class. Thus, 
we have 14 bits left for the network ID. 

Following the same logic, Class C uses the first three octets (8 bits times three octets, or 24 
bits) to identify the network, and only the last octet is available to identify hosts. The 3 high
order bits identify the class, so we subtract 3 from 24 and end up with 21 bits for the 
network ID portion of the address. 

Let's go back to our Class A network. We know that 7 bits are available for the network ID. 
If all 7 bits are turned "on," (designated by 1s), the highest number we can have for the 
network ID is 1111111. When we convert this number to decimal, we have 127, which is 
the number of possible Class A networks (the 127 range is reserved for loopback testing). 
The 0.0.0.0 address is reserved for representing all IP addresses. 

An easier way to arrive at this number is to raise 2 to the power of x, where x is the number 
of bits available for the network ID. If we use this method, we get 2 7, or 128. When we 
exclude the 0.0.0.0 network address and the loopback network address, we arrive at 126, 
the number of possible Class A addresses. 

The same process can be used for Class B and Class C networks: 

• Class B-14 bits = 2 14 = 16,384 

• Class C-21 bits = 22 1 = 2,097,252 

Some books tell you to use the formula 2x-2. The reason for subtracting 2 is because of an 
old rule that said that a network ID cannot be all Os or allls. This rule came into being 
because older routers were not able to handle network IDs of these types. Many modern 
routers, however, do allow for network IDs consisting of all Os or a111s; thus, it is not 
necessary to subtract 2. 

The numbers in the previous bulle ted list are the maximum theoretical number of networks 
available in each address c\ass. Although the modern method enables network IDs of all Os 
or aU ls, you still cannot have host IDs that consist of all Os or all Is. 
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Table 8-3 

You might have determined by now that classful addressing is not the most efficient use of 
the finite number of IP addresses available within the 32-bit addressing scheme. To 
illustrate this determination, let's use the example of a company that has 2000 computers it 
wants to connect to the Internet. A Class C address won't do because that would limit the 
network to 254 hosts. The next step up is a Class B address-but if the company obtains 
one, it would take over 65,000 addresses out of commission. Because it needs only 2000 of 
those addresses, more than 63,000 IP addresses would be wasted. Classless addressing, 
discussed in the next section, addresses this problem. 

Understanding Classless Addressing 
The waste of addresses associated with classful addressing has contributed to the shortage 
of public IP addresses. One proposed solution is the implementation of IPv6, which uses a 
larger address space (128 bits). However, the transition to a new version of IP is not simple 
and will take some time to accomplish. Meanwhile, another solution exists: classless 
addressing based on classless interdomain routing (CIDR). 

Rather than using address classes, CIDR uses a designation appended to each IP address 
that specifies the number of bits used for the network portion of the address. CIDR 
networks are sometimes called "slash x" networks because the W address is separated from 
the suffix by a slash. Thus, a CIDR address looks like this: 192.168.1.0124. The "slash 24" 
means that the far-left 24 bits are used to identify the network, and the remaining eight bits 
are used to identify the host. In other words, the first three octets indicate the network, and 
the last octet specifies the host computer. In classful addressing, this would be a Class C 
network. 

Table 8-3 shows how CIDR addresses correspond to traditional classful addresses. 

CIDR (Classless) Addresses and Traditional Classful Addresses 

CIDR Address Classful Address 

/8 Class A 

/16 Class B 

/24 Class C 

CIDR enables much more efficient allocation of IP addresses. In addition to the slash-x 
designations in Table 8-3, CIDR networks can be designated as /12,/20,/21,/28, and so on; 
that is, whatever number of bits you wish to use for the network ID can follow the slash. 
This enables network sizes that fall between the traditional network classes. 
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CIDR also supports the practice of combining small contiguous blocks of network 
addresses into one larger one. This is called supernetting and is discussed later in this 
chapter in the section "IP Subnetting and Supernetting." 

Automatic Address Allocation 
To communicate using TCPIIP, a computer or other network device must have a unique IP 
address. This is a logical address and is processed at the network layer. 

The network portion of the address must be the same as that of other computers on its 
subnet. For example, if you were using the default subnet mask for Class C networks, 
192.168.1.12 and 192.168.1.34 would be two computers on the same subnet because the 
network ID, represented by the first three octets, is the same. 

In contrast, the host portion must not be the same as that of any other computer on the same 
subnet. For example, there could not be two computers with host address .6 on the same 
subnet. 

There are two ways to obtain an IP address: 

• The address can be manually entered into the operating system's TCPIIP properties 
configuration. This requires that the network administrator assigning the address 
understand TCPIIP addressing and know how to choose a valid address for the 
particular network. 

• The address can be automatically assigned. Generally, this means a computer on the 
network is configured as a DHCP server to hand out IP addresses from a pool of valid 
addresses. In other cases, an operating system feature called Automatic Private IP 
Addressing (APIPA) enables a computer to assign itself an address if it is unable to 
contact a DHCP server. 

DHCP 
DHCP is a protocol that runs on a machine designated as a DHCP server, which allocates 
IP addresses to machines that are configured to be DHCP clients. Figure 8-3 illustrates the 
process. 
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Figure 8-3 The DHCP server leases an address to the DHCP client. 

Client 

The steps involved when a DHCP client obtains an IP address lease from a DHCP server is 
as follows: 

1 A computer whose TCPIIP properties are set to obtain an lP address through DHCP 
comes onto the network. This computer broadcasts a message called a DHCP discover 
message to the entire network or subnet. (Broadcast messages are sent to all 
computers by using a special broadcast address.) 

2 If a DHCP server is present on the network, it receives the broadcast message and 
responds with a message called a DHCP offer. The message offers the client an :W 
address from the server's range of addresses that are available for allocation. The 
offered address is temporarily reserved until the server receives a response from the 
client. The offer message is also sent as a broadcast because the client does not yet 
have an IP address of its own to which a one-to-one message can be sent. 

3 The client can receive multiple offers if there are multiple DHCP servers on the 
network. When the first offer arrives, the client responds with a message called a 
DHCP request. This is an acceptance of the first offer received. Again, it is a broadcast 
message; thus, all DHCP servers receive it and those who made late offers will 
subsequently know that their offers were not accepted. They can then place the offered 
addresses they had reserved for the client back into their available address pools. 

4 The last step in this negotiation is the DHCP acknowledgment (also called theACK). 
The DHCP server whose offer was accepted receives the client's request message. The 
server acknowledges the acceptance and assigns the IP address to that client for the 
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duration of a preset "lease" period. It can send the client additional TCPIIP 
configuration information, such as the IP addresses of DNS and WINS servers. 
(We discuss the role of those servers later in this chapter.) 

When these steps are completed, the client can use the assigned IP address to communicate 
with other computers running the TCP/IP protocols and do so until the lease period expires. 
Note that the length of the lease can be set by an administrator on the DHCP server. 

Before the expiration of the lease, the client begins negotiations to renew it so that it can 
continue to use the address. Normally the DHCP server grants this request. If the DHCP 
server has gone offline, however, or if the server sends a Negative Acknowledgment 
response (NACK), the client must start the DHCP process all over again. 

The DHCP server might send a NACK if, for example, the client machine has moved to a 
different subnet and the address it is trying to renew is no longer valid for its location. 

DHCP has many advantages over manual IP addressing: 

• It saves time because the administrator does not have to enter the addresses into each 
computer's property settings. 

• It ensures greater accuracy because the administrator does not have to keep up with 
which addresses have already been assigned and which are still free. 

If computers on a network must have the same IP address (this is often true of servers), they 
can still use DHCP. In this case, you must configure those computers to use a reserved 
address. The DHCP server always assigns the same address to a client that has such a 
reservation. The reservation is made based on the DHCP client's MAC (that is, physical) 
address. 

The Or igins ofDHCP 

DHCP grew out of an earlier protocol, the Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP). BOOTP was 
originally developed to enable diskless workstations to boot up, be assigned an IP address, 
and then load an operating system over the network. 

DHCP is much more advanced than BOOTP, and it enables the administrator to configure 
many options and set lease durations. DHCP adds dynamic allocation of addresses. Some 
DHCP servers are configured to support BOOTP clients. 

DHCP is not operating system specific. It can be used with Microsoft, UNIX, Net Ware, and 
other popular network types. However, vendor implementation of the DHCP services may 
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differ. For example, Windows 2000 DHCP servers are integrated with Active Directory. 
This enables administrators to prevent unauthorized DHCP servers (sometimes referred to 
as "rogue" DHCP servers) from handing out IP addresses on the network. 

APIPA 
Another means of automatically obtaining an IP address is APIPA. The TCPIIP 
implementation of recent Microsoft operating systems, such as Windows 98 and Windows 
2000, include this feature. 

Traditionally, if a computer was configured to be a DHCP client, and it was unable to 
contact a DHCP server when it carne onto the network, that computer would have no IP 
address and would not be able to communicate over TCP/IP. APIPA was introduced to solve 
this problem. 

When an APIPA-enabled computer cannot locate a DHCP server to obtain an address, it 
assigns itself one from a range of addresses reserved for that purpose (the Class B 
169.254.0.0 network range). The self-assigned address can be used until the DHCP server 
is functional again. 

IP Subnetting and Supernetting 
To subnet a network means to divide it into parts. Subnetting turns the two-level address 
hierarchy described earlier into a three-level addressing system. To subnet a network, you 
"borrow" some of the bits that are normally used for the host portion of the address and use 
them for the second level of the network address (that is, the subnet address). 

The Subnet Mask 
Subnetting involves borrowing from one part of the address to give to the other. When we 
subnet, IP must have a means of determining which bits identify the network and which are 
still being used to indicate the host. IP determines this by using the subnet mask, a 32-bit 
number entered by the administrator in the TCP/IP properties configuration. The subnet 
mask sets the bits representing the network ID to ls and those representing the host ID to 
Os. The network ID portion of the address is said to be "masked" by the bits that are turned 
on. 

By default, Class A networks use the bits in the first octet for the network ID, Class B 
networks use the bits in the first two octets to identify the network, and Class C addresses 
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use the first three octets for this purpose. The default subnet masks resulting from this 
pattern are shown in Table 8-4. 

Default Subnet Masks 

Address 
Class 

Class A 

Class B 

Class C 

Binary Subnet Mask 

11111111.00000000.00000000.00000000 

11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000 

11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

Decimal Subnet 
Mask 

255.0.0.0 

255.255.0.0 

255.255.255.0 

The subnet masks in Table 8-4 apply to unsubnetted networks, and as long as we stick with 
the defaults, this is simple enough. 

What happens, however, if we want to divide a network? Let's say we have been assigned 
a Class B network address, such as 181.25.0.0. We know that a Class B network can contain 
65,535 host computers. However, if we had that many computers on one network, broadcast 
traffic would be unmanageable. 

As a solution, let's suppose we have decided to divide the network into six subnets. To do 
so, we must borrow bits from the host address portion of the address, which is used to 
indicate the subnets, and we must calculate the correct sub net mask that indicates to IP that 
our network has six subnets (or eight possible subnets). 

Calculating the Subnet Mask 
A subnet mask other than the default masks is referred to as a variable-length or custom 
subnet mask. To calculate the correct subnet mask for our scenalio in which six separate 
subnets are desired, we must first determine how many bits we need to borrow from the host 
portion of the address. 

Because binary is a base 2 numbering system, sub nets must be created in blocks of powers 
of 2. To calculate the subnet mask, we must find out what power of 2 gives us 6 (or more) 
subnets. 

If we raise 2 to the second power (2 x 2), we get 4. We need more subnets than that, so let's 
try 2 to the third power (2 x 2 x 2 = 8). If we subtract 2, to comply with the old rule that 
says we can't use network IDs that consist of all Os or all Is, we have 6 remaining usable 
subnets. Therefore, we need to borrow three bits from the host portion of the address. This 
means we must turn the first three Os, which indicate the host 10, into l s, which indicate 
the network ID. Our original default subnet mask, with the borrowed bits, now looks like 
this: 11111111.11111111.11100000.00000000. If we convert it to decimal, we have this: 
255.255.224.0. 
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Table 8-5 

How many host computers can we have on each subnet? Look at the remaining Os that 
indicate the host portion of the address. You '11 find there are 13 of them, which gives us 213 

= 8192. This means that we can have 8190 hosts on each subnet, after subtracting 2 so that 
no host address is all Os or allls. (Remember that the prohibition against all Os and 1s has 
been removed only in regard to network IDs. The host IDs still follow this rule.) 

Table 8-5 provides a quick reference for the number of sub nets and hosts enabled with each 
subnet mask. 

Quick Reference Subnetting Chart 

Number of 
Decimal Notation Number of Class A Number of Number of 
for Firs t Octet Sub nets Hosts Class B Hos ts Class C Hosts 

.192 2 4,194,302 16,382 62 

.224 6 2,097,150 8190 30 

.240 14 1,048,574 4094 14 

.248 30 524,286 2046 6 

.252 62 262,142 1022 2 

.254 126 131,070 510 

.255 254 65,534 254 

ANDing 
When a network transmission is sent using TCP/IP, IP must determine whether the 
destination computer is on the same subnet as the sending computer. If both computers are 
on the same subnet, the message is broadcast. If the destination computer is on a different 
subnet, the message is sent to the default gateway address, which is the address of the 
router's interface (the router serves as the gateway out of the subnet). 

IP uses a process called ANDing to ascertain whether the sending and destination 
computers are on the same subnet. ANDing is done by combining the binary versions of the 
IP address for each computer with the subnet mask. In combining these binary numbers, 
the calculations are made as follows: 

• 1 AND 1 = 1 

• lANDO=O 

• OANDO=O 

Here is an example of ANDing: The IP address for the sending computer is-192.168.1.1, 
with a subnet mask of255.255.255.0. The IP address for the destination computer is 
192.168.3.1 with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0. 
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First, we AND the sending computer's IP address with the subnet mask: 

192.168.1.1 = 11000000.10101000.00000001.00000001 255.255.255.0 = 
11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

ANDed result =11000000.10101000.00000001.00000000 
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Then, we do the same calculation for the destination computer and subnet mask: 

192.168.3.1 = 11000000.10101000.00000011.00000001 255.255.255.0 = 
11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

ANDed result =1 1000000 . 10101000.00000011.00000000 

The results are different, so we know (and more importantly, IP knows) that these two 
computers reside on different subnets. The message is then sent to the router (default 
gateway) to be forwarded to the correct subnet. 

If the result had been the same, IP would know the destination computer was on the local 
subnet and the message would be sent using an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 
broadcast. We discuss more about ARP later in this chapter. 

Benefits of Subnetting 
The benefits of separating a large network into two or more subnetworks (subnets) include 
the following: 

• It reduces broadcast traffic. Subnets are connected to one another by routers, and most 
routers are configured by default not to pass on broadcast messages. This can 
substantially conserve network bandwidth. 

• It organizes computers at different locations into separate subnets for easier 
management. 

• It isolates a part of the network for security or filtering purposes. 

• It provides more efficient use of available addresses and fewer "wasted" addresses. 

IP subnetting is the subject of entire books. It is a complex topic and all the details involved 
are beyond the scope of this introductory text (the list at the end of this chapter has several 
good subnetting tutorials). This section provided, however, a very basic overview of 
subnetting concepts. 

The Transport Layer Protocols: TCP and UDP 
Recall from Chapter 3 that the transport layer (called the host-to-host layer in the DoD 
model) is responsible for providing reliable end-to-end communication. This is 
accomplished by mechanisms such as acknowledgments, which verify that data has arrived 
at the destination without damage or loss. 

Transport layer protocols also differentiate between messages that arrive at the same 
destination computer. Because different applications can be sending or receiving messages 
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at the same time, the transport layer protocols use ports to keep these messages separate. 
We discuss ports and a related concept, sockets, later in this section. 

The TCPIIP suite includes not one, but two transport layer protocols: 

• Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)-A connection-oriented protocol 

• User Datagram Protocol (UDP)-A connectionless protocol 

Which of the two transport protocols is used to send a particular message? It depends on 
the needs for that transmission. TCP is appropriate when reliability is of utmost importance, 
and UDP is used if performance (speed) is the highest pti01ity. We examine the 
characteristics and functions of each in the following sections. 

The Transport Layer Protocol: TCP 
TCP, because it is a connection-o1iented protocol, establishes a session between the two 
communicating computers before sending data. Acknowledgment and response messages 
are used to establish the session. Error checking and correction are then performed, and the 
data is broken down into packets. 

Sequencing information is added to each packet so that the parts of the message can be put 
back together in the correct order. This information also enables the receiving computer to 
detect if packets are missing. This makes TCP more reliable than UDP, but at a price: all 
these extra duties slow down performance. 

The Transport Layer Protocol: UDP 

NOTE 

UDP is connectionless. It does not sequence the packets in which data arrives; this means 
it is more appropriate for small messages that can be transmitted in one packet. UDP also 
doesn't keep track of what it has sent or guaranteed. It does provide for a checksum, 
however, to ensure that data is intact upon arrival. Like TCP, it provides port numbers to 
differentiate between the requests sent by or being delivered to different applications. 

Because it does not have to bother with sequencing and error checking, UDP is fast. Its 
header is less complex than the header added by TCP. The Routing Information Protocol 
(RIP), the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), and name lookup messages use UDP. 

What is a datagram? The term is defined in RFC 1594 as "a self contained, independent 
entity of data caiTying sufficient information to be routed from the source to the destination 
computer without reliance on earlier exchanges between this source and destination 
computer and the transporting network." 
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The terms datagram and packet are sometimes used interchangeably. "Packet" describes a 
unit of data that is part of a sequenced group of units or "chunks" into which a message is 
broken. Packets can take different routes over the network to reach the destination. They are 
then reassembled at the destination. Datagram is used to describe the simpler, 
nonsequenced data units transmitted by UDP. 

Ports and Sockets 

Table 8-6 

TCP/IP uses a two-part logical address-the IP address-to identify the source and 
destination computers in network communication. What happens, however, if two 
network applications running on the same computer are sending requests and receiving 
responses simultaneously? For example, what happens if one incoming message is 
intended for your e-mail program, while another is a Web page being returned to your 
Web browser? The protocols need a way to differentiate between them. That's where TCP 
and UDP ports come in. 

The Role of Port Numbers 
Remember that the IP address of a destination computer contains two parts: a network 
address that functions somewhat like a street name, and a host address that functions 
somewhat like a street number. You can think of port numbers as specific routing 
information within an address. It is an addendum to the IP address, just as the name of an 
addressee on an envelope is an addendum to the street address. Likewise, you can think of 
separate applications as separate residents. 

A port is a logical connection point. Ports are used by the transpo1t protocols , TCP and 
UDP, to identify the specific application that is sending or receiving the message. 

Commonly used Internet applications have predefined port numbers. This standardization 
makes communication easier. The preassigned port numbers are called well-known ports. 
Table 8-6 lists examples of these commonly used port numbers. 

TCPIUDP Well-Known Ports 

Preassigned Port Protocol Application 

80 TCP HTTP 

2 1 TCP/UDP FfP 

23 TCP/UDP Tel net 

25 TCP/UDP SMTP 

110 TCP/UDP POP3 

119 TCP/UDP NNTP 

continues 
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Table 8-6 TCP/UDP Well-Known Ports (Continued) 

137 TCP/UDP NetBIOS name service 

161 TCP/UDP SNM~ 

194 TCP/UDP IRC 

389 TCP/UDP LDAP 

396 TCP/UDP Net Ware over IP 

458 TCP/UDP Apple QuickTime 

500 TCP/UDP ISAKMP 

There are 65,536 useable ports. Ports 0 through 1024 (the "well-known ports") are reserved 
for predefined services, such as the ones shown in Table 8-6. 

What Is a Socket? 
Now that you understand the function of ports, we will discuss the concept of sockets. The 
common definition of socket is "the endpoint of a connection"; a socket must be created for 
communication to take place. 

Different socket types use different addressing methods. The most common method uses 
an IP address combined with a port number to identify the socket. In UNIX terminology, 
this is called AF _INET addressing. A second addressing method, AF _UNIX, uses 
pathnames to identify the sockets. 

Berkeley (BSD) Sockets became the standard API for TCP/IP communications. A popular 
adaptation of the sockets interface is Windows Sockets, or Winsock. This implementation 
provides an API for Internet applications running on Windows operating systems. Winsock 
is loaded as a dynamic link library (DLL). 

Addressing the Envelope: Packet Headers 
You now know that the TCPIIP protocols use addressing information to get a message to 
the correct destination. You might be wondering, however, where the protocols find an this 
addressing information. Just as a letter you send through the postal service must be placed 
in an envelope and the sender's and recipient's addresses noted on the outside, a message 
sent through TCP/IP must be placed "inside an envelope." 

When the message is placed in the "envelope," the data is encapsulated in protocol headers, 
which contain the addresses. The headers can also include other information and special 
instructions, just as you can write "Handle with Care" or "Special Delivery" on your postal 
envelope to aid in proper delivery. 
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By default, the IP header is 20 bytes long, and it includes fields that indicate the following 
(see Figure 8-4 for more details): 

• Type of service 

• Total length of the datagram 

• Unique identification of the datagram 

• Flags and fragmentation offset to aid in reassembly 

• Time To Live (TTL) to limit the number of routers through which the datagram can 
pass 

• Upper-layer protocol that is to receive the data (ICMP, TCP, UDP, IGRP, or OSPF) 

• Checksum for detection of corruption 

• Source IP address (sending computer) · 

• Destination IP address (receiving computer) 
' > • 

Figure 8-4 The IP header is made up of 12fields, plus options. 

Header Service 
Version version type Flag length, in bytes 

t~~~tJ:r: __ ~}~Jl _ _c_•s~;~-~ 
II Identification 1 ~ 1 Fragmen~ offset I 

(16 bitS) 1b1ts1 (13 bitS) 

~--~--·--r~otoco~-rj_-Head~~~~ks~~] 
· (8 bits) I (8 bits) · (16 bits) 
~---------'--·----- -···-·--·-·---------
! Source IP address · · · I 
i (32 bits) 

~------·----~estinatio~--;-~~dres;-------.-_ -·-·1 

1 (32 bits> I 
r----·----------------·-·---·--·----·-·--·---1 
1 • . · Options · j 
L-----·--------·-.. -----.. ·---...... ··--· .. -----.. -

The header can include options such as security restrictions, timestamps, and routing 
restri~tions. The header without options is 20 bytes long. -

Name Resolution 
,• .r· • 

We have discussed how TCP/IP uses IP addresses and port numbers to identify networks, 
computers, and specific network applications to which messages are sent. Most human 
beings, however, prefer to use names instead of numbers for identification purposes. That 
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preference is why we never want to imagine having to memorize our friends' social security 
numbers to designate to whom we are talking! 

Although we like to use names when we access a computer on the network or type a Web 
server location into a Web browser, computers can work only with numbers. Because of this 
incompatibility, we need services that translatt:{ "friendly" names into IP addresses. Using 
these services, we can type www.xerox.com into our browser's address box instead of 
208.134.240.50 when we want to view the Xerox Web site. It's certainly easier to 
remember. Regardless of our actions, however, our browser is converting the host name to 
an IP address to find the Web server on the Internet and to retrieve the requested page. 

What's in a Name? 
Different name types are used in computer network communications. The Internet arranges 
host (computer) names in a hierarchical structure within domains. The most common top
level domains in the United States are as follows: 

• com- Originally intended for commercial organizations 

• net- Originally intended for networks such as ISPs 

• org-Originally intended for nonprofit organizations 

• edu- Restricted for use by educational institutions 

• gov- Restiicted for use by U.S. governmental entities 

• mil-Restricted for use by U.S. military units 

• int-Restricted for use by internatio.nal organizations 

Outside the United States, the following counti·y codes are used to identify domains: 

• uk-United Kingdom 

• au-Australia 

• ca- Canada 

Businesses, organizations, and individuals register second-level domain names, for 
example, ibm.com, whitehouse.gov, or dallas.net, within these top-level domains. At one 
time, second-level domain names were assigned by InterNIC, but that task has now been 
distributed to several authorized name registrars. 

Within your second-level domain, individual computers are identified by the host name, the 
second-level domain name, and' the top-level domain name-with dots separating each 
section. Thus, a Web server named "www" in the dallas.net domain is identified as 
www.dallas.net. This "dotted" hierarchical name is called the fully qualified domain name 
(FQDN). 
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On Microsoft networks, each computer is also assigned a NetBIOS name. This is a 16-
character name, assigned by the administrator, used to identify resources on the local 
network. 

Both types of names must be translated into IP addresses before TCP/IP communication 
can take place. 

Translating Names to Numbers 
You can use the following to translate names into IP addresses: 

• HOSTS and LMHOSTS files, which are text files stored on computer hard disks 

• DNS or Dynamic DNS (DDNS) 

• WINS 

The following sections describe these means of translation. 

HOSTS and LMHOSTS Files 
In the early days of the Internet, the method for matching host (computer) names to IP 
addresses for TCP/IP communication was the HOSTS file. This is a text file, stored on the 
local hard drive, which lists host names and their corresponding IP addresses. Example 8-1 
shows an example of a HOSTS file. 

Example 8·1 A Local HOSTS File Maps IP Addresses to Host Names 

102.54.94.97 rhi no.acme .com # source server 

NOTE 

38.25 .63.10 x.acme.com # x client host 
121.0.0.1 localhost 

The pound sign(#) in the HOSTS file indicates a comment. Any information that follows 
the # will be ignored by the computer. 

The HOSTS file worked when there were only a few computers on the Internet. It is simple 
to construct and it can be modified with any text editor (for example, Windows Notepad, 
and vi or Emacs in UNIX or Linux). When a user attempted to access another computer 
using its "friendly" host name, the operating system consulted the HOSTS file for the "real" 
identification, the IP address. 

However, each time another host was added to the network, the HOSTS file had to be 
manually updated, and the new file saved to all the computers on the network. As the 
Internet grew, this became an impossible task. 
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LMHOSTS serves a similar function in Microsoft networks by mapping IP addresses to 
NetBIOS names instead of to computer names. It suffers from the same disadvantages as 
HOSTS, however; it is a static file, and it must be manually updated. See Example 8-2 for 
an illustration of a typical LMHOSTS file. 

Example 8-2 The LMHOSTS File Matches IP Addresses to NetBIOS Names 

102.54.94.97 rhino #PRE #DOM:networking #net group 's DC 
102.54.94.102 "appname \0x14" #special app server 
102.54.94.123 popular #PRE #source server 
102.54.94.117 localsrv #PRE #needed for the include 

A better means of matching up names to IP addresses was obviously needed. 

DNS and DONS 
The DNS was devised to solve the problems inherent in using HOSTS files. DNS servers 
store databases ofiP-to-hostname mappings, and clients' TCPIIP properties are configured 
with the address of the DNS server. When a friendly hostname needs to be translated to its 
IP address, the client contacts the DNS server. , 

A hierarchy of DNS servers exists on the Internet, with different servers maintaining DNS 
information for their own "zones," or areas of authority. If the DNS server consulted by 
your computer does not have an IP mapping for the bostname you entered, it can pass the 
query to another DNS server until the information is obtained. 

DNS is not absolutely required to communicate on the Internet, but without it, all 
communications must use IP addresses instead of hostnames. For example, if you do not 
have a DNS server address configured in your computer's TCPIIP properties, you can still 
access a Web site by typing its IP address into the URL field. However, if you type in the 
hostname instead, the browser is unable to return the page. The DNS server address can be 
entered manually, or it can be obtained from a DHCP server if your computer is set up as a 
DHCP client. 

DNS is a big improvement over local HOSTS files because the database is stored on a 
central server and you need only update it there instead of on all client machines. However, 
the server's database still must be updated manually. Dynamic DNS addresses this problem 
by enabling automatic updates of the DNS database. Using this enhanced form of DNS, 
client computers can register and update their resource records on the DNS server when 
changes occur. 

Windows 2000 DNS servers support the DDNS protocol extension, as does BIND version 
8. RFC 2136 contains specifications for DDNS standards. 
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The DNS Database Table 

DNS uses different types of records in the database table. The following are some of the 
common record types: 

• Address (A) Record-Maps a host name to an IP address 

• Mail Exchange (MX) Record-Points to a mail exchange server for a specific host 

• Canonical Name (CNAME) Record-Maps aliases, or additional names, to a host 

· All these record types (and others for specialized purposes) are combined in the DNS table. 

WINS 
WINS is another method for resolving names to IP addresses. In this case, NetBIOS names 
(used to identify computers and services on Microsoft networks) are mapped in a database 
on a WINS server. Windows NT and Windows 2000 servers can function as WINS servers. 

NetBIOS names are fiat rather than hierarchical as are FQDNs (DNS host names). Where 
the FQDN for a particular server might be exeter.tacteam.net, a NetBIOS name would be 
simply Exeter. TCPIIP doesn't understand NetBIOS names; again, it needs an IP address to 
communicate with the server. WINS, like the static LMHOST file, can translate the name 
to the required IP number. 

WINS, unlike the original DNS, uses a dynamically updated database. When WINS clients 
come onto the network, they announce themselves to the WINS server, giving their names 
and IP addresses. The WINS server builds its database from this information. 

DHCP, DNS, and WINS can all work together on the same network. In new operating 
systems such as Microsoft Windows 2000, the three services are integrated to interoperate 
efficiently. 

Summarizing Name Resolution Methods 
It is easy to confuse. the various name resolution methods. Table 8-7 summarizes the 
features and uses of ea:Ch. · 

Name Resolution Methods 

Na~e Resolution Method Name Type R~solve~ Characteristics 

HOSTS file Host names to IP addresses Text file; must be updated 
manually on each computer 

LMHOSTS file NetBIOS names to IP Text file; must be updated 
addresses manually on each computer 

continues 
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Table 8-7 Name Resolution Methods (Continued) 

DNS 

DDNS 

WINS 

Host names to IP addresses Centralized database managed by 
DNS server; must be updated 
manually 

Host names to IP addresses Centralized database managed by 
DNS server; can be updated 
dynamically 

NetBIOS names to IP Centralized database managed by 
addresses WINS server; can be updated 

dynamically 

TCP/IP Utilities 

NOTE 

Ping 

TCPIIP is a complex collection of protocols. Most vendors' implementations of the suite 
include a variety of utilities for viewing configuration information and troubleshooting 
problems. In the following section, we look at the following common TCPIIP utilities: 

• Packet Internet groper (ping) 

• Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Reverse ARP (RARP) 

• Netstat and tpcon 

• Nbtstat 

• IP configuration utilities: ipconfig, winipcfg, config, and ifconfig 

• Route-tracing utilities: traceroute, tracert, and iptrace 

Utilities that pelform the same function(s) may be given different names by different 
vendors. 

A simple but highly useful command-line utility included in most implementations ofTCP/ 
IP is ping. Ping can be used with either the hostname or the IP address to test IP 
connectivity. 

Ping works by sending an ICMP echo request to the destination computer. That receiving 
computer then sends back an ICMP echo reply message. 
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It is also possible to use ping to find out the IP address of a host when you know the name. 
If you type the ping apple.com command as shown in Example 8-3, you will see the IP 
address from which the reply is returned. 

Example 8·3 Information Returned in Response to a ping of apple. com 

c: \ >ping apple.com 
Pinging apple.com (17.254.3.183) with 32 bytes of data: 
Reply from 17.254.3.183: bytes=32 time=430ms TTL=90 
Reply from 17.254.3 . 183: bytes=32 time=371ms TTL=90 
Reply from 17.254.3.183: bytes=32 time=370ms TTL=90 
Reply from 17.254.3.183: bytes=32 time=371ms TTL=90 

Ping stati stics for 17.254.3.183: 
Packets: Sent= 4, Received = 4, Lost= 0 <0% loss., 

Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds: 
Minimum = 370ms, Maximum = 430ms, Average = 385ms 

Another utility, nslookup, returns the IP address for a given host name and a host name for 
a given IP address. 

Novell implements ping as a NetWare Loadable Module (NLM). Windows and UNIX/ 
Linux operating systems use the ping command at the command line. Third-party ping 
utilities are available, some of which provide a graphical interface. 

ARP and RARP 
ARP refers to the protocol itself and to the command-line utility used to view and 
manipulate the ARP cache. You must understand the function of the protocol to properly 
use the utility. 

ARP: The Protocol 
ARP is the means by which networked computers map logical IP addresses to physical 
hardware (MAC) addresses. ARP builds and maintains a table called theARP cache, which 
contains these mappings. RARP is used by a machine that doesn't know its IP address to 
obtain the information based on its MAC address. 

ARP: The Utility 
ARP is also a command-line utility provided with Windows and UNIX/Linux TCP/IP 
stacks that can be used to view and change ARP's IP-to-MAC address mappings. (Novell 
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implements this as an NLM called tpcon.) With the ARP utility, you can display the 
contents of the cache and add or delete specific mappings, as shown in Example 8-4. 

Example 8·4 The arp Command Is Used to View the ARP Cache 

c:>arp -a 
Interface: 192.168.1 .201 on Interface 0x2 

Internet Address Physical Address 
192.168.1.16 00 ·40 · f6 -54-d7-43 
192. 168. 1 . 185 00·50·da·0d -f5 -2d 

Type 
dynamic 
dynamic 

The following switches can be used with the arp command: 

• arp -a- Displays the cache 

• arp -s- Adds a permanent IP-to-MAC mapping 

• arp -d.-Deletes an entry 

There are other switches included with specific vendors' implementations of ARP. 

Netstat!Tpcon 
It is often useful to view network statistics. The netstat command is used in Windows and 
UNIX!Linux to display TCPnP connection and protocol information. Novell uses the tpcon 
NLM to accomplish this. 

The netstat command provides a list of connections that are currently active, as shown in 
Example 8-5. 

Example 8-5 The netstat Command Is Used to View Connection Information 

Table 8-8 

c :>netstat 
Active connections 

Proto Local Address 
TCP DS2000:3301 
TCP DS2000:3450 
TCP 
TCP 

DS2000:3860 
DS2000:3861 

Foreign Address 
msgr-ns18.hotmail.com:1863 
constellation.tacteam.net:3389 
ultra1.dallas . net:pop3 
aux153.plano.net:pop3 

State 
ESTABLISHED 
ESTABLISHED 
TIME_WAIT 
TIME WAIT 

In Example 8-5, you can see the protocol used for each connection, the local computer 
name and port number used for the connection, the "foreign" address (the remote computer 
name), and the state of the connection. 

Several switches can be used with netstat, as shown in Table 8-8. 

netstat Switches and Their Functions 

Switch 1 Function 

-a Shows all connections and listening ports 

-e Shows Ethernet statistics 
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nets tat Switches and Their Functions 

-n Shows addresses and ports 

* -p Enables you to display information only for selected protocol 

-t, -u, -w, -xt Enables you to display information for TCP, UDP, RAW, or sockets 

-r Shows the routing table 

-s Provides a summary of statistics for each protocol 

Used with Microsoft TCP/JP implementation 

t Used with Linux TCP/JP implementation 

Netstat statistics can be useful in troubleshooting TCPIIP connectivity problems. Example 
8-6 shows the wealth of information available in summary ( -s switch) mode. These error 
reports are especially helpful in diagnosing hardware and routing problems. 

Example 8-6 The netstat -s Command Displays TCP/IP Statistics 

C:>netstat -s 
IP Statistics 

Packets Received 
Received Header Errora 
Received Address Errors. 

· oatagrams Forwa rded 
Unknown Protocols Received 
Received Packets Discarded 
Received Packets Delivered 
Output Requests 
Routing Discards 
Discarded output Packets 
Output Packets No Route 
Reassembly Required 
Reassembly Successful 
Reassembl y Failurea 
Datagrams Successfully Fragmented 
Datagrams Failing Fragmentation 
Fragments Created 

ICMP Statisti cs 

• .,;IT 

Messages 
Errors 
Destination Unreachable 
Time Exceeded 
Parameter Problems 
Source Quenches 
Redirects 
Echoes 
Echo Replies 
Timestamps 
Timestamp Repli es 

Received 
994 

0 
12 

0 
0 
0 
0 

37 
945 

0 
0 

1091043 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1091034 
420049 
0 
0 
0 
6 
3 
0 
12 
0 
24 

Sent 
1129 

0 
82 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1010 
37 

0 
0 

continued 
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Example 8-6 The netstat -s Command Displays TCP/!P Statistics (Continued) 

Nbtstat 

Address Masks 
Address Mask Replies 

TCP Statistics 
Active Opens 
Passive Opens 
Failed Connection Attempts 
Reset Connections 
Current Connecti ons 
Segments Received 
Segments Sent 
Segments Retransmitted 

UDP Statistics 
Oatagrams Received 
No Ports 
Receive Errors 
Datagrams Sent 

0 
0 

0 
0 

3940 
42 
77 
930 
2 
577343 
388999 
361 

38481 
475173 
0 
29404 

The Microsoft TCP/IP stacks included in Windows operating systems provide the nbtstat 
utility, which is used to display NetBIOS information. Example 8-7 shows the syntax and 
switches available with the nbtstat command. 

Example 8-7 Type nbtstat at the Command Line for a Display of the Syntax and a List of 
Available Switches 

c: \>nbtstat 

Displays protocol statisti cs and current TCP/IP connections using NBT 
(NetBIOS over TCP/IP). 

NBTSTAT ( (-a RemoteName] (-A IP address] ( -c ) ( -n] 
( -r] ( -R] ( · RR) ( -s ] ( ·S ] ·[interval ] ] 

-a (adapter status) List s the remote machine's name table given its name 
-A (Adapter status) Lists the remote machine ' s name table given its 

·C (cache) 

-n (names) 
-r (resolved) 
·R (Reload) 
-S (Sessions) 
·S (sessions) 

-RR (ReleaseRefresh) 

IP address. 
Lists N8T's cache of remote [machine] names and their IP 
addresses 
Lists local NetBIOS names. 
Lists names resolved by broadcast and via WINS 
Purges and reloads the remote cache name table 
Lists sessions table with the destination IP addresses 
Lists sessions table converting destination IP 
addresses to computer NETBIOS names. 
Sends Name Release packets to WINs and theni starts 
Refresh 

RemoteName Remote host machine name. :~ \. . . "lt ' :· 
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Example 8-7 Type nbtstat at the Command Line for a Display of the Syntax and a List of 
Available Switches (Continued) 

IP address Dotted decimal representation of the IP address. 

TCP/IP 259 

interval Redisplays selected statistics, pausing interval seconds 
between each display. Press Ctrl+C to stop redisplaying 
statistics. 

lpconfig, Winipcfg, Config, and lfconfig 
TCP/IP configuration information can be displayed using the following utilities, depending 
on the operating system: 

• lpconfig-Windows NT and Windows 2000 (command-line) 

• Winipcfg-Windows 95 and 98 (graphical interface) 

• lfconfig-UNIX and Linux (command-line) 

• Config- NetWare (server console) 

The configuration utilities can provide a wealth of information, including currently used IP 
address, MAC address, subnet mask, and default gateway; addresses of DNS and WINS 
servers; DHCP information; and services enabled. There is a variety of switches available, 
depending on the vendor and specific utility. See Example 8-8 for the results of using the 
ipconfig command with the /all switch in Windows 2000. 

Example 8-8 Configuration Information Is Displayed by the Windows 2000 ipconfig /all Command 

c:\>ipconfig/all 
Windows 2000 IP Configuration 

Host Name . . . . . 
Primary DNS Suffix 
Node Type : .... 
IP Routing Enabled. 
WINS Proxy Enabled. 
DNS Suffix Search List. 

Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection : 

Connection-specific DNS Suffix 
Description . . . 

(3C905B·TX) 
Physical Address. 
DHCP Enabled. 
IP Address ... 
Subnet Mask . . 
Default Gateway 
DNS Servers . . 

Primary WINS Server 

DS2000 
tacteam.net 
Hybrid 
Yes 
No 
tacteam.net 

3Com EtherLink XL 10/100 PGI TX NIG 

00 · 50 ·04 · 7C·C0·02 
No 
192. 168. 1 . 201 
255 . 255.255.0 
192. 168. 1 . 16 
192. 150. 87 . 2 
216.87.128.131 
192 . 168 . 1 . 1 85 
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Tracert, lptrace, and Traceroute 
It is often useful to trace the route a packet takes on its journey from source computer to 
destination host. TCPIIP stacks include a route tracing utility that enables you to identify 
the routers through which the message passes. Depending on your operating system, you 
can use one of the following: 

• Tracert- Windows 

• lptrace-NetWare NLM 

• Traceroute-UNIX/Linux 

Example 8-9 show the results of a trace using the tracert command, which has the 
following syntax: 

tracert destination hostname 

Example 8-9 You Use tracert to Trace the Route of a Packet from Source to Destination 

c:\>tracert dallas.net 

Tracing route to dallas.net [204.215.60.1] 
over a maximum of 30 hops: 

<10 ms <10 ms <10 ms STARBLAZER [192.168.1.16] 
2 60 ms 90 ms 60 ms dal-isdn0.august.net (216.87.128.117] 
3 80 ms 60 ms 100 ms dal-gw-eth0.august.net [216.87.128.126] 
4 60 ms 70 ms 61 ms dal-gw2-fe2-0.august.net [216.87.128.86] 
5 60 ms 70 ms 100 ms 500.Serial2-7.GW6.DFW9.ALTER.NET [157.130.216.157] 
6 80 ms 70 ms 60 ms 158.at·5·0·0.XR1.DFW9.ALTER.NET (152.63.100 .186] 
7 60 ms 110 ms 70 ms 185.ATM6·0.XR1.DFVI4.ALTER.NET (152.63.96.137] 
8 80 ms 70 ms 80 ms 195.ATM11-0-0.GW1.DFW1.ALTER.NET (146.188.240.41] 
9 90 ms 320 ms 171 ms savvis-dfw-gw.customer.ALTER.NET [157.130.128.54] 

10 90 ms 90 ms 100 ms ETHOS·1.usdlls.savvis.net [209.44.32.10] 
11 150 ms 130 ms 131 ms cisco-plano-e0.dallas.net [204.215.60.1] 

Trace complete. 

As you can see, the trace shows the IP address and the name of the forwarding computer or 
router. The packet required five hops to reach its destination, which was a host named 
www.dallas.net. Roundtrip times (in milliseconds) are shown for each hop. 
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Summarizing TCP/IP Utilities 

Table 8-9 

TCP/IP is a large and complex suite of protocols. Most implementations include a variety 
of utilities that can be used for information gathering and troubleshooting. Table 8-9 offers 
a summarization of the common utilities. 

TCP/IP Utilities 

Utility 

ARP/RARP 

Netstat (Windows/UNIX),tpcon 
(Net Ware) 

Netbtstat (Windows) 

Ipconfig (Windows NT/2000), 
Winipcfg (Windows 95/98), Config 
(NetWare), Ifconfig (UNIX) 

Tracert (Windows), Iptrace 
(NetWare), Traceroute (UNIX) 

Ping 

Use 

To view IP address to MAC address entries that have been 
resolved by ARP protocol, to delete entries from the ARP 
cache, and to add permanent IP-to-MAC mappings 

To view network connections and protocol statistics 

To view connections and statistics for NetBIOS over TCP/ 
IP (NetBT) 

To view TCP/IP configuration information such as IP 
address, subnet mask, default gateway, MAC address, 
services enabled, and more 

To discover the route taken by a packet on its journey from 
the source to the destination computer and to identify the 
routers through which it passes 

To determine IP connectivity between two systems 

Application Layer Protocols 
The TCPIIP suite includes a variety of application layer protocols that provide services such 
as terminal emulation, the uploading and downloading of files, and access to pages 
published on the World Wide Web. Most implementations include applications that use the 
following protocols: 

• HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 

• SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) 

• NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol) 

• FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 

·• Telnet 

The Internet application layer protocols and the programs that run on them are discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 9, ''The Widest Area Network: The Global Internet." 
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Summary 
Many protocols work in conjunction with the network/transport and higher-layer protocols 
to provide LAN and WAN communications. It takes many protocols, working together, to 
establish and maintain network communications between computers on a LAN or WAN. In 
this chapter, we discussed the three most popular network/transport protocol stacks: 
NetBEUI, IPX/SPX, and TCP/IP. 

You learned that computer communication is based on binary numbers, yet humans prefer 
to use names to identify systems and resources. We discussed the available methods for 
resolving these "friendly" names to IP addresses that can be ·used by the computers. 

This chapter focuses primarily on TCPIIP because it is the protocol of the global Internet 
and of most medium-sized to large LANs today. You learned about the suite of protocols 
that make up TCP/IP. 

This chapter covers the basic concepts of IP addressing, and you learned about traditional 
address classes and CIDR, which is a new routing method that uses classless addressing. 
You learned about the two parts of an IP address, the role ofTCP and UDP ports in getting 
a message to its destination, and how and why to subnet an IP network. You also learned 
about DHCP, which automatically assigns IP addresses to computers configured as DHCP 
clients. 

The protocols used for network communications are complex. This chapter can provide 
only a limited overview. Many excellent books, Web sites, and classroom and online 
training courses cover these topics in depth. 

Now that you have a basic understanding of how network protocols work, in the next 
chapter we discuss the largest and most complex network of all: the global Internet. 

Further Reading 
For an overview of 1Pv6, the next generation of the Internet Protocol, see 
playground.sun.com/pub/ipnglhtml/ipng-main.html. 

An excellent resource on multicasting and the MBONE is available at www.savetz.com/ 
mbone/ch3.html. 

3Com provides a good basic overview of IP addressing, including subnetting, at 
www. 3com.com/nsc/50 1302.html. 
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Review Questions 
The following questions test your knowledge of the material covered in this chapter. Be 
sure to read each question carefully and select the best correct answer or answers. 

1 Which of the following is the fastest and easiest to configure, but is a nonroutable, 
network/transport protocol? 

a NWLink 

b NetBIOS 

c NetBEUJ 

d IPX/SPX 

2 Which of the following parts of an IPX address is based on the MAC address of the 
device? 

a Node number 

b Network number 

c Subnet number 

d Host number 

3 Which of the following are connection-oriented? (Select all that apply.) 

a TCP 

b UDP 

c IP 

d SPX 

e IPX 

4 Which of the following is true of IP addresses? (Select all that apply.) 

a IP addresses are made up of two octets. 

b An octet in an IP address that consists of eight bits. 

c IP addresses are 32-bit binary numbers. 

d IP addresses are usually notated in hexadecimal format. 
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5 How many host computers can a Class B network theoretically have? 

a 16,384 

b 254 

c 65,535 

d 2,097,152 

e Over 16 million 

6 What is the default subnet mask for a Class C network? 

a 255.255.255.255 

b 255.255.255.0 

c 255.255.0.0 

d 255.0.0.0 

7 Assuming classful addressing, to what address class does the IP address 190.23.201.6 
belong? 

a Class A 

b Class B 

c Class C 

d Class D 

8 What is the routing method that uses classless addressing, with the network ID 
following the IP address indicated by a "slash x"? 

a CIR 

b CD-R 

c CIDR 

d RIP 

9 What is the function of DHCP? 

a It resolves NetBIOS names to IP addresses. 

b It translates private IP addresses to public addresses. 

c It resolves IP addresses to MAC addresses. 

d It automatically assigns IP addresses to client computers. 
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10 Which of the following TCP/IP utilities can be used to view the cache of IP addresses 
that have been resolved to MAC addresses? 

a Ipconfig 

b Iptrace 

c ARP 

d Nbtstat 
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